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NOTES (wiki)
This is a journey of a life-time. Though the idea was
pending for a long time, as we all know Time and God decides
the moment of precision. Then I thought of writing a few poems
that can be a preamble to my journey.
I included my transliterated poems of Soundarya Lahari
because of the legend at Mount Kailasa the first 41 poems were
written by Lord Shiva himself, and rest of the poems were written
by Adi Sankara.
Here I give some notes googled and gathered from
Wikipedia to have a glimpse on the holy places I am going to
visit with some philosophical back-drop.
Mount Kailash (also Mount Kailas; Kangrinboqê or
Gang Rinpoche (Tibetan: is a peak in the Kailash Range
(Gangdisê Mountains), which forms part of the Transhimalaya
in Tibet. (6,638 m (21,778 ft)
It lies near the source of some of the longest rivers in Asia:
the Indus River, the Sutlej River (a major tributary of the Indus
River), the Brahmaputra River, and the Karnali River (a tributary
of the River Ganga). It is considered a sacred place in four
religions: Bön, Buddhism, Hinduism and Jainism. The mountain
lies near Lake Manasarovar and Lake Rakshastal in Tibet
Autonomous Region, China.
The name may be derived from the word kelasa , which
means “crystal”. In his Tibetan-English dictionary, The Tibetan
name for the mountain is Gangs Rin-po-che. Gangs or Kang is
the Tibetan word for snow peak analogous to alp or himal;
rinpoche is an honorific meaning “precious one” so the combined
term can be translated “precious jewel of snows”.
“Tibetan Buddhists call it Kangri Rinpoche; ‘Precious
Snow Mountain’.
Bon texts have many names: Water’s Flower, Mountain
of Sea Water, Nine Stacked Swastika Mountain.
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For Hindus, it is the home of the mountain god Shiva and
a symbol of his power symbol om; for Jains it is where
their first leader was enlightened; for Buddhists, the navel
of the universe; and for adherents of Bon, the abode of
the sky goddess Sipaimen
Another local name for the mountain is Tisé mountain,
which derives from ti tse in the Zhang-Zhung language, meaning
“water peak” or “river peak”, connoting the mountain’s status
as the source of the mythical Lion, Horse, Peacock and Elephant
Rivers, and in fact the Indus, Yarlung Tsangpo/Dihang/
Brahmaputra, Karnali and Sutlej all begin in the Kailash-Lake
Manasarovar region.
Lake Manasarovar - Tibetan:: ma pham g.yu mtsho; is
a freshwater lake The lake is considered very sacred by Tibetans,
Buddhist, Hindus, and Jains.
According to legend, Lake Manasarovara is the lake in
which a great Tibetan monk saw the letters “Aha”, “ Kha”, “ Mha”.
These three initials helped the search team to locate the current
the 14th Dalia Lama of Tibet. The three initials stand for the
province, the district, and the monastery in which the current
Dalai Lama was born, i.e. Ahamdho, Khunbum, and Taktser
respectively.
Lake Manasarovar lies at 4,590 m (15,060 ft) above mean
sea level, a relatively high elevation for a large freshwater lake
on the mostly saline lake-studded Tibetan Plateau.
Lake Manasarova is relatively round in shape with the
circumference of 88 km (54.7 mi). Its depth reaches a maximum
depth of 90 m (300 ft) and its surface area is 320 km 2
(123.6 sq mi). It is connected to nearby Lake Rakshastal by the
natural Ganga Chhu channel. Lake Manasarovar is near the
source of the Sutlej, which is the easternmost large tributary of
the Sindhu. Nearby are the sources of the Brahmaputra River,
the Indus River, and the Ghaghara, an important tributary of
the Ganges.
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Lake Manasarovar overflows in to lake Rakshastal which
is a salt-water endorheic lake. These lakes used to be part of the
Sutlej basin and were separated due to tectonic activity.
The word “Manasarovar” originates from Sanskrit, which
is a combination of the words “Mana” and “sarovar,” with mana
meaning mind and sarovar meaning lake. According
to Hinduism, the lake was first created in the mind of the Lord
Brahma after which it manifested on Earth.
The Soundarya Lahari meaning “Waves Of Beauty” is
a famous literary work in Sanskrit believed to be written by
sage Pushpadanta and Adi Shankara. Some believe the first part
“Ananda Lahari” was etched on mount Meru by Ganesha himself
(or by Pushpadanta). Sage Gaudapada, the teacher of Shankar’s
teacher Govinda Bhagavadpada, memorised the writings of
Pushpadanta which was carried down to Adi Shankara. Its
hundred and three shlokas (verses) eulogize the beauty, grace
and munificence of Goddess Parvati / Dakshayani, consort
of Shiva.
It is said that once Adi Shankara visited Kailash to worship
Shiva and Parvathi. There, the Lord gave him a manuscript
containing 100 verses which described the many facets of the
Goddess, as a gift to him. While Shankara was returning after
visiting Kailash, Nandi stopped him on the way. He snatched the
manuscript from him, tore it into two, took one part and gave
the other to Shankara. Shankara, desolate, ran to Shiva and
narrated the incident to him. Shiva, smiling, commanded him to
retain the 41 verses with him as the initial part of the 100 verses
and then, write an extra 59 verses in praise of the Goddess
himself. Thus, verses 1 - 41 are the original work of Lord Shiva,
shedding great light on the ancient rituals of Tantra, Yantra and
various powerful Mantras. Verses 1 - 41 describe the mystical
experience of the union of Shiva and Shakti and related
phenomena. In fact, it opens with the assertion that Only when
Shiva is united with Shakti does he have the power to create.

- Dr. Lanka Sva Rama Prasad
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1. THE PRIMORDIAL COSMIC DANCER!
And He danced in such a rage the universe
wobbled like a bubble, was taken aback!
And it trembled in death rattles as the fire from
His third eye ignited volcanic track,
And the poisonous fumes from the hissing mouth of
His garland serpent creating dark,
And the moonlight rays from His crescent moon
sparkling amidst the matted hair black,
Damad damad damad daman nninada
vadda maravyam! Sivoham!!
Chakara chanda tandavam tanotu nah sivah
Shivam!! Sivoham!!
As the majestic waterfall falls on His neck,
the mystic drum sounds notes of life and death,
As the fire and water flowing in flashing waves
in a hitherto unknown battle of breath width,
As the daughter of the snow mountain moving
in the vortices of energy wheels of mirth,
As the elephant skin fine clothing his body,
the fierce dancer Shiva in His yogic wrath wreath!
Damad damad damad daman nninada
vadda maravyam! Sivoham!!
Chakara chanda tandavam tanotu nah sivah
Shivam! Sivoham!!
When all the gods praying to Him with their
heads touching His lotus feet,
When those gods’ crowns looked like flowers
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in vivid colours trembling at His dancing feat,
When His consort Shakti the primordial Energy
energising the whole universe from His form,
When His conch neck blackened by the hidden poison
glistening like sky with clouds in storm!
Damad damad damad daman nninada
vadda maravyam! Sivoham!!
Chakara chanda tandavam tanotu nah sivah
Shivam!! Sivoham!!
Who creates, protects and destroys all the
worlds at the beat of His damaru sound speed?
Who burnt the lust the form of cupid love god,
and the three cities of hate, jealousy and greed?
Who destroyed Andhaka the darkness demon
and the cloud elephants and contolled Death?
Who is terrible yet merciful, law maker and breaker,
judge of the sinners of the living earth?
Damad damad damad daman nninada vadda
maravyam! Sivoham!!
Chakara chanda tandavam tanotu nah sivah
Shivam!! Sivoham!!
The pendular swinging of damaru synthesising
the planets’ noise into musical answer,
The inverted blue saucer above becoming the
cyan umbrella to that mighty dancer,
The serpent in his neck awakening the energy
serpent from the root vortex at the gonad,
The journey begins and ends with the tandava dance,
the fiercest dance form of the Monad!
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Damad damad damad daman nninada vadda
maravyam! Sivoham!!
Chakara chanda tandavam tanotu nah sivah
Shivam!! Sivoham!!
Dhagad dhagad dhagaj jwala lalaata patta
paavake! Sivoham!!
Smarac chidam purac chidam bhavacchidam
makhacchidam Sivoham!!
Gajacchidam dhakcchidam tamam thakac
chidam bhaje Sivoham!!
Dhimid dhimid dhimid dhvanan mridanga
tunga mangala Sivoham!!
Dhvani krama pravartita prachanda tandava
Sivah Sivoham!!
Siveti mantra mukkaran kadaa sukhi bhava
myaham Sivoham!!
✧✧✧✧✧
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2. TWO BIRDS AND A LONG SHOT!
When I was climbing the steep mountain on
my knees I saw a pair of luminous birds,
Perching on the nice branch of a black berry tree
with luscious fruits of rewards!
One bird was eating berries with all eagerness
where as the other bird is watching its friend!
Then I looked down the way I came and when I
looked back at the tree, I saw nothing but a legend!
Yes! I remember now, while eating also
why the bird looked so anxious but morose?
Where as the other bird was serene and looked
almost smiling, like the divine lotus rose!
When i stabilized myself on a rock pedestal
and pondered for a while, about that illusion,
I found the path of truth at its end i could clearly see
the glorious light of fission and fusion!
Why i have to climb up and how much height
I have to scale before I have a glimpse,
Of that divine Light that purifies the anxious bird
eating and floating in five airs?
When the five materialistic senses pollute the
five vital airs the light gets fogged,
In the clay made birds and their fountains get
sluggish and channels get clogged!
I understood if I lust materialistic world I have to born
again and again to fulfill my desires and passion,
If I love the Supreme Light in proper detachment and
renunciation I become Him and dwell forever in His mansion!
✧✧✧✧✧
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3. IN SEARCH OF A SERENE LAKE!
And when you wake up you find a new haunting
nothingness tune calling you,
From absolute loneliness, you go in search of
that dream loosening life’s glue,
Everywhere you see the clear streams running
towards the stable waters of blue,
And the verdant worlds blossoming into
vivid chromatic galleries of happiness true!
Is sight necessary to see a lake of truth that
existed among snow flake rains?
Is strife necessary to seek the joys of life
in every dawn and dusk’s tear trains?
Is light necessary to tread in the dark envelope of
mind to understand nature’s grains?
Is darkness necessary to realize the cosmic dance
of the auspicious one in refrains?
Energy the snow mountain’s daughter loved a
wanderer of matter to become half of Him!
The Ancient one with his trident and damaru
drum creates, protects and destroys all at His whim!
A coiled snake from his neck hisses biological clock
time and His third eye awaits annihilation grim!
Ever flowing Ganges in His matted hair nourishes
the energy- matter protoplasm at its brim!
A silver shining crescent on his hair tuft smiles
at His vehicle the white bull in nostalgia!
And i follow the footprints of the ancients to reach
that mind pond exuberant in His insignia!
O Sun! Your glorious morning light has transformed
the white snow caps into golden aura!
I unlearn my ego and science at your feet to revisit
Your magnificence in every fawn and flora!
✧✧✧✧✧
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4. THE WAY IS NOT THE WAY IF
EVERYONE SAYS IT IS THE WAY!
I was waylaid by my money and morals
apart from my spouse and children!
The road to freedom was hidden in the
thick jungles and the deserts barren!
I am always among the last ones of the rat races
of the daily marathon chosen!
By the time i reach the ribbon line i see the
judges gone already from the scene!
I threw myself in the square rings of the
wrestlers’ solitude in ignorance,
My head is bubbling with the illumination of
His mercy and i knew Him in my trance!
I remembered Jacob wrestling with a man till
daybreak and was blessed to become Israel!
I recognized the old man of the sea Proteus and
Menelaus wrestling on the shores of Egypt soil!
I understand why the pandava prince Bhima
failed to lift the tail of an old monkey
On his way, and realized that Hanuman the
great monkey is the mysterious key
To unravel the human past and requested him
to be in the flag of the victory chariot,
Where a man with arrows and bow and the God as
charioteer conducted a war of riot!
Now do you see on your way the Buddha’s foot prints,
the Tao- way and the bleeding cross?
About this way if you ask them, they will laugh
at you but that is the way i wish to go across!
✧✧✧✧✧
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5. LIFTING THE SOUL FROM THE
HUMAN VEIL......
And the first diaper looked like a fig leaf
and it concealed the shame of knowledge,
The ancient pair did not remember the dress
the gardener was wearing at the sedge,
Neither the serpent was wearing anything except
its hiss and eternal grudge!
And so the pair was thrown out of the
orchard to work on the dust and toil bridge!
And the father was giving away all his pastoral
properties to the people in need,
Then the son asked him thrice, -’to whom
you are giving me o my father, in deed?’Father became impatient and said-’ go, go!
I am giving you to death, go to his creed!’The son followed the paternal instructions
and abstained from food and water mead!
Three days and nights he waited at the
mystic threshold of the Death’s door,
When Death returned from the Universe tour
he found that boy like a smoldering fire,
Revived by the resolute death the boy asked the
lord of Death -’ what comes after death?
Death smiled and said, -’ the body and
senses decays, but the soul is immortal!’The boy too smiled and said, -’ I have seen Death.
Now I need no property portal!’✧✧✧✧✧
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6. AN ANCIENT FABLE ON MY
NASCENT TABLE. ....
They gave me a pickaxe and a shovel to look
for the ancient buried relics!
This is the parchment remnant they
offered me to travel via Dolorosa helix!
The secret codes were written on the
tablets of clay in cuneiform matrix!
Through the gorges and grottoes one has
to travel to unravel the calyx!
The basic rule is you have to reach the
zero level then look at the level one!
I found the Cain’s stone with the blood of the
Abel still fresh but feeling alone!
The evidence is clear that many descendents
borrowed it to level the scores of pain,
But that stone is a stone David and others used
against the Goliaths of the enemy main!
In the next layers i found the fire and wheels,
the sickles and slings, arrows and bow,
And the shield of Achilles, the sword of Alexander,
and a Cross and nails in a row!
Then i excavated the tombs of Ming and Mongols,
revisited the pyramids and towers of lore,
Wherever i dig i found the signatures of modern blood
and the stink of the hate galore!
Now i am almost at the upper layers, all studded
with bullets and trim grenades,
In my absence i think humans have invented
new flutes and lyres to sing grim serenades!
✧✧✧✧✧
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7. THE TAMING OF THE DEATH BY
CHANTING IN THE MAGIC BREATH!
You have no child and you couple prostrated
before the god in agony and pain!
And the god appears but gives optionsa gifted child with sixteen years of life span,
Or an imbecile with long life, in that Hobson’s choice
you opted for the first gain!
O Marudmati! O Mrikandu! With such an
angelic child sixteen years left in a fast train!
Gods like punctuality, so first came the soldiers
later he himself arrived Yama the Death Lord!
As the sixteen year old Markandeya an ardent
devotee of Lord Shiva was praying the God!
So he threw his Pasa- noose to take away the
life of the frightened boy who hugged
The linga-phallus image of the god Shiva and the
noose encircled them both and dragged!
The enraged Shiva with his trident appeared
and gave death to Death and revived him,
To maintain time and Dharma, hence from
then Shiva was called Kalantaka -’Ender of time’Thus saved by Lord Shiva, Markandeya grown up to
become a great sage and visionary!
His famous mantra is the Trayambaka or Rudra or
Mrityunjaya mantra for life’s victory!
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O dear friend! Whenever disease or death
tries to waylaid you, you chant this mantra,
It enhances your moral strength and physical stamina
a supplement to your medical tantra!
✧✧✧✧✧
(Om! Tryambakam yajamahe sugandhim pustivardhanam
urvarukamiva bandhananmrtyormuksiya ma'mrtat)
Trayambakam...the three eyed one
Yajamahe. ...we wotship
Sugandhim. ...fragrance
Pustivardhanam....nourisher
Urvarukamiva. ..the melon or cucumber
Bandhanan....from bonds
Mrtyormuksiya ....liberate from death
Mamrtat...give me life's ambrosia
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8. THE TREE EFFECT
When a child is born, the Oubangui people plant a tree
When it flowers, the child is married; he or she grows with glee
After his death his soul lives in that tree happy and free;
From the Primitive milky Sea, emerged seven jewels, after churning,
One is the wish fulfilling tree- Kalpavriksha with roots of
gold, Silver midriff, Lapis lazulli boughs, Coral leaves,
Pearl flower, gemstone buds, diamond fruit.
When Andhaka demon spread darkness all over the world
Lord Siva and Parvati gave their daughter Aranyaki,
the protector of forests
To Kalpavriksha, to bring up her with health,
happiness, safety and wisdom
In the garden of Eden God planted among many trees,
a tree of Life,
A forbidden tree with fruits of knowledge of
good and evil to Adam and Eve;
Under the Norway Birch tree, light becomes shade
But under Yggdrasil tree, Axis Mundi,
Odin gained wisdom in lieu of one eye
When the great peacemaker formed the Iroquois confederacy,
Inspired the warriors to bury their hatchets and
weapons under the white pine tree of Peace
Under the Banyan tree, grass doesn’t grow
But under Bodhi tree, Buddha got enlightenment and glow.
Under the Palmyra tree, milk looks like toddy
But under the China Bamboo tree, monks got Zen way and paddy
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Under the Tamarind tree, the breeze sounds eerie
But under the Peepal or banyan tree sound sleep comes free
The Whispering Oak of Dodona, the sacred Sycamore
groves, the olive tree of Athena
Mandara, harichandana, parijata, samtanaka,
kalpavriksha trees of paradise;
a locus amoenus- a pleasure place for the tree nymphs
The Sal tree of Jina; An inverted tree of
Bhagavad Gita, the song of God;
Another inverted tree in our bodies to purify
our breath and blood
The mysterious five world trees of Kabbalah,
the trees of senses of Nassenes
The tree of Zaqqum of Hell, the Nariphon tree of Thailand
The human face fruit of Jinmenju tree that falls flat
with human laugh
The Lotus tree of Greeks, The jubokko tree of Japan,
The sky-high trees of Hungary, the four hundred feet high
Sequoia-Hyperion
A hundred meter high mountain ash tree,
the broadest Montezuma cypress,
A five thousand years old Great Basin bristlecone pine
tree in California
All these trees what do they tell? Without us you are
void and null!
We are your food and shelter; O Modern man!
So save us to save yourself!
Lest you will be a fossil and no more story or moral to tell!
✧✧✧✧✧
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9. ALONG THE BANKS OF THE
BAGMATI RIVER...
In the sacro sanctum of an ancient holy
temple complex, shines the jyotirling!
Of a fiery column of light of Lord Pashupatinath the
protector of living and non-living!
In the eastern part of Kathmandu,
it is the head of the body of twelve other vortices
Of light in India, Somanatha, Mallikarjuna,
Maha Kaleswar, Omkareswar, divine auspices
And Kedarnath, Bhimashankar, Vishwanath,
Triambakeswar, Nageswar, Baidyanatha,
Grishneswar and Rameswar temples, represent the
twelve main parts of the candelabra,
The sixty four branched one that store, display,
dissipate and absorb the finite light,
Into the infinite one of beginningless and
endless column of the universal might!
In the Steatite seal of Mohenjo -daro I looked
at the master of animals, Pasupati,
Four thousand years have passed i go in search of
Him the consort of Parvati,
The embodiment of energy and the Lord Siva alias
Pasupati the mass of the matter,
When He goes with the double speed of light he
produces energy, the better half of his avatar!
Lord Pasupati loved animals and avoided the
company of gods whatsoever,
In the form of an antelope he was wandering
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near the east bank of Bagmati river,
But the persistent gods caught him by his horns
and took him to the Meru mountain!
The piece of the antelope horn fell here and
centuries later a cowherd found
That his cow was raining milk daily on a
mound and when he dig up he found,
The linga the image of Pasupati underground,
so they constructed the early temple all around!
Lichchavi king Jayadeva 11 and later Sivadeva
Reconstructed and repaired it in devotion!
The mukha linga stone with silver yoni base,
serpent and bull Nandi of the ancient tradition!
The four faces- Sadyojata, Vamdeva,
Tatpurusha and Aghor represent directions four,
The zenith is represented by Ishana the imaginative
North-east direction of God’s lore!
Four main priests Bhattars well versed in Vedas
and Shiva Agama only can touch the image,
The assistant Bhandaris take care of the administration
and the nuances of pilgrimage!
Reds for a while tried to defy the tradition but
reverted back to the cultural tract!
Earth quakes too tried their might but the
sanctum sanctorum remained intact!
(OM NAMAH SIVAYAH)
✧✧✧✧✧
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10. THE STORY OF A SKILLED ONE’S
DAUGHTER AND A PEERLESS PAUPER !
(DAKSHA YAJNA)
1.
It is the evergreen story where a pampered princess
falls in love with a penniless pauper!
What she liked in him fathers never understand,
why father disliked him daughters don’t care!
The paternal love has become the eternal hate
and the daughter paid the price with her life!
The enraged son-in law ordered decapitating
father-in law and fixed a ram’s head to revenge his wife!

2.
In the North-west direction i live,
my father is the creator god Brahma,
From his right thumb he created me,
that’s why i am the most competent one Daksha,
As Prajapati i am the ruler and i have a big family89 daughters from Prasuti
And 116 from Panchajani, My son-in laws
are the great sages and deities of piety!
Except one that vagabond Shiva whom my
favourite daughter loved and married him!
Uh! You tell me! Compared to Dharma, Bhrigu,
Marichi, Angirasa, Atri, Pulastya, Pulaha,
Vasishtha, Kratu, Pitrus and Agni my proud
son-in laws where is that statusless Shiva?
And this Shiva fellow insulted me in front of others,
i will exclude him whatever may come!
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3.
Hark! Look at him! A wanderer in the graveyards
and a leader of ghouls, ghosts and goblins!
A tiger skin he wears, climbs on a bull, ashes all over
body, a few snakes his companions!
A dirty roaming ascetic, doesn’t know the
difference between garden and grave,
Moves amidst of commoners and animals -said
my father in disgust about that curious brave!
He is such a lovely hunk no woman can stay
without granting him a wink!
If you know tell me, it was love at first sight
and he smiled that’s all, is it a blink?
When me Dakshayani the ardent follower of
Daksha my father, how come this link,
That separated me from my parents house
but the pure love of my husband myself i drink!

4.
My lady today came to me and requested
my permission to attend a mega function,
At her parents house but we have no invitation,
when she said -’ Do i need an invitation? ‘I had no answer but i recalled the previous
incident that aggravated our bad relation,
Me and my father -in law are not going well,
but she is adamant and went in that direction!
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And now our Nandi came in all bruises and tears, -’
what happened? ‘- i roared?
-’Our mistress is no more!’- Nandi mumbled,
I cried aloud -’ what happened? ‘-’ Her father not only insulted her but he abused you
infront of others and they laughed,
Unable to tolerate this, our mistress burnt herself
in self immolation and died!’5.
It was all fire and pumice! Tha smell of burnt
and singed hair! I don’t know who i am?
- You Veera bhadra! O Bhadra kali!’- roared a voice,
-'Go! Nandi! This is your army and arm!
Destroy Daksha yagna! Spare no one!’we ininudated the said place full with invitees,
We surrounded them and broke the staff bone of
Dharma, pulled out the Mitra’s eyes,
Trampled Indra under our feet, assaulted Chandra,
cut off Vahini’s hands at our whim,
And pulled out Bhrigu’s beard and we caught hold of
shivering Daksha and decapitated him!
And then came Brahma and Vishnu, pleaded with
Shiva and pacified our fuming lord!
As we threw Daksha’s head into fire they fixed his body
with a ram’s head and he survived!
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6.
The Ancient God looked at the half-burnt
lifeless body of his beloved wife,
In manic frenzy he lifted her body on to his shoulder
and began run ran and run,
And her body parts one by one fell on the ground as
though severed by a sharp disc,
And those places are fifty one Shakthi centers
embedding fifty one Sanskrit alphabets!
Thus Lord Shiva wandered all around the land
like a mad man searching for his identity!
The lord of the snow mountain was blessed
with a daughter the incarnation of Sati!
Under the direction of gods the Manmatha hurled love
arrows and love blossomed free!
Manmatha lost his body but he made the world happy
with the marriage of Shiva and Parvati!
✧✧✧✧✧
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11. FROM SNOW PEAK TO SALT SEA
(MOTHER GANGA’S MARVELLOUS JOURNEY )

You call her mother or a river or a deity or a divine personality,
She is the stream of sacred waters that stretches for
2525 kilometer runs,
And nourishes the body and mind of a billion
anxious humanity,
She is the lifeline for the humans, fishes,
susu dolphins and many amphibians!
At Nandadevi, Trisul and Kamet mountain peaks
snow melts to become Alakananda,
At Gangotri glacier, at Gomukh the symbolic matted
locks of Shiva, starts Bhagirathi
Six head streams and five sacred confluencespancha prayaga makes the holy river Ganga!
Dhauliganga, Nandakini, Pindar, Mandakini joins
Alakananda and with Bhagirathi it becomes ma Ganga!
In the narrow Himalayan valley she travels and
emerges from the mountains at Rishikesh,
At the town of Haridwar she debouches onto the
gangeticplain, washes the sins of cities,
Kannauj, Farukhabad, and Kanpur supplies enough
pollution and Ram ganga joins her,
At Allhabad it is the confluence of three rivers Ganga,
Yamuna and extinct Saraswati
Now joined by her entourage Tamsa, Gomti,
Ghaghra or Karnali, Son, Gandaki and Kosi,
The mother Ganga passes through many towns of
fame- Chunar, Mirzapur, Ghazipur, Varanasi, Patna,
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Hajipur, Bhagalpur, Ballia, Buxar, Simaria, Sultanganj
and Saidapur and at Pakur
The attrition starts, Hoogly goes separately keeping
Kolkata and Howrah on its shoulder!
In Bangladesh it becomes Padma joined by
Jamuna, later by Meghna
The main attendants of Brahmaputra,
there emerges the world’s largest delta!

2.
Here lives a curious race, moves with grace but
rugged face with inward peace of many eon,
They revere everything under the sun including
the sun and with thirty million strong Pantheon!
They have no strict rules so incorporated every
good man, demon, flora and fauna and so on!
In their god’s incarnations appeared fish, turtle,
boar, man-lion, pygmy to many types of man!
As water under the bridge goes by , Trinity reigned
supreme, the rest became demigods!
The portfolios are clear -Brahma creates,
Vishnu preserves and Shiva destroys!
They have their competent consorts the creator
married art- Saraswati, the protector richLaxmi, the destroyer wedded to sakti-Parvati so
they ruled the world without headaches much!
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3.
Sagara a vedic king wished to perform a horse
sacrifice which makes him eligible
To the post of Indra, so Indra horsenapped it
and hid it in the hermitage of Kapila,
Sagara had a rash batch of sixty thousand sons
who found the horse and blamed the sage,
The sage in his rage opened his eyes and burnt
the rash ones into ashes in his hermitage!
King Bhagirath the descendant of Sagara did a
mighty effort and penance,
To bring heaven Ganga to earth and then
to the sage Kapila’s hermitage
But who can bear her fall? On Brahma’s advise
Bhagirath prayed Lord Shiva,
So on to His matted hair at mountain Kailasa
she jumped and got entangled!
Finding her now serene without much pride,
Lord Shiva released her and like a stream small,
She followed Bhagirath and hence she was called
Bhagirathi and on her way to hermitage!
She purified the souls of the Sagara sons and
became sacred to the people of many a age!
Bhagirathi with Alakananda became Ganga ma
and every drop of water purifies one and all!
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4.
O Mother! Our nourisher! O sacred water!
You are our life line! You are the most pristine!
You are in the water pitcher kamandala of Brahma
and the flow of Saraswati riverine!
You flow from the feet of trivikrama Vishnu and
you are Vishnupadi in his avatara,
O Ganga ma! Lord Shiva caught you in his hair mat
hence he is called Gangadhara!
We are your children we come to you as
withered flowers, Mother revive us!
We are prodigal men and women and fallen
into sins like fruits rotten, Mother save us!
We are outcasts and refugees banished from
society like bad seeds, Mother strengthen us!
We are ignorant and innocent initiators into this
illusion like new sprouts, Mother water us!
We are threatened by worms and predators
in these forests like vines, Mother protect us!
We are surrounded by disease and deaths like
the aged trees, Mother immortalize us!
We are your devotees we come to you as buds,
leaves and thorns, Mother pardon us!
We are your children we come to you as
fragrant flowers, Mother bless us!
Jaya ho Ganga maa! Jaya jaya ho Ganga ma!!
✧✧✧✧✧
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12. THE FLOW OF THE RIVER GANGA
That celestial river, descending on to the matted hair of Siva
From there on to the earth in an unobstructed flow
A flood, a stream, a current and a torrent shining,
spreading, extending in all sides,
Like Surabhi, the celestial cow following its calf,
Like the sea tides anxious to touch the rays of full moon,
Like the after- noises occurring after the first sound of ‘OUM’
The divine Ganges followed the determined Bhagiratha,
The water waves resembling the proboscis of
the white elephants
Behind those retreating waves, the rise and
fall of the bubbles bursting
Amidst of those bubbles silvery white foam
shining bright in that silvery froth,
Twisters and whirl pools challenging the
beauty of banana karpoor kadali twigs.
From those whirl pools, flowing silver white streams.
Those streams striking one another with wavy screams,
Waves getting splintered into tiny, tiny water drops,
Drops rising up and falling down, resembling pearl garlands;
Like Jasmine wreaths and heaps of camphor crystals,
Like pieces of moon light and quintessence of starlets
A beautiful pearl mist, that incomparable flow of the river Ganges
Finally reached the hermitage of Kapila sage!
And flooded the ash heaps of the sons of Sagara
Sanctioning them the attainment of salvation!
Pleasing Hari, and obtaining His approval
Bhagiratha brought the celestial Ganges to this mortal world
Since then the river Ganges was called ‘Bhagirathi’
(From BHAGAVATAM -IX)

✧✧✧✧✧
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13. THREE RIVERS AND A CONFLUENCE!
And when three friends meet at a place after a
long tedious journey, what do they do?
They merge into one another in their minds and
words fail, eyes well up, hands shake true!
Some mystic silence breaks into words of no meaning,
hugs become rituals and what is due?
The separation so far by the craggy hills and
thorny meadows disappears in scars like dew!
And they start their journey from there hand in hand
but maintaining their distinct identity!
They have lots of stories to tell about their loves
and likes, bridges and dams of variety!
The shallow, forceful and clear Ganga jumps up
and down like a village belle with divine touch!
The deep, calm and greenish Yamuna shows her
cultured urbane look with grace as such!
The hidden mystic ancient Saraswati in her veil
accompanies them in her invisible presence!
What a joy to the onlookers to see the old friends
in their own world of merriment and joy!
All the gods fly over there like migratory birds or
simple human beings just to see them three!
Every twelve years at the site of confluence
maha kumbha mela deities and men roam free!
Carrying maha kumbh the ambrosia pot did
Mohini or Garuda or Indra or Dhanvantri,
Stopped at Haridwar, Prayaga, Nashik and Ujjain
where a few drops of immortality spilled free!
And the planet Jupiter, Sun and Moon enters
Leo as Simhastha giving sanctity to the waters?
Let’s go and bathe in the holy waters to mingle
with the sun and dry in mundane matters!
(2022...Haridwar Kumbha mela)
✧✧✧✧✧
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14. THE PLACE WHERE YOUR
RIGHT HAND FELL.....
And Lord Shiva was running running running
towards mount Kailasa with your body,
The right hand fell here, O Dakshayani!
At this lake Manas Sarovar like a line of prosody,
You are the ultimate energy, O Sakthi, Sati!
You are the internal fire Tummo or Kundalini!
The axis of the Macrocosm is the Meru the
mount Kailasa, in the universal rhapsody mini!
Sun and Moon the psychic currents of energy
with Meru the Kailasa mountain,
With Sushumna stream in the middle flanked by
Manas sarovar and Rakshas tal terrain,
It is merudanda like celesial veena where three
important strings go upward towards brain,
Ida the sun stream on the right, Pingala the moon
current moving on left train,
There the union of Shiva and Sakthi, yang and yin,
consciousness and subconsciousness,
Darkness and light, action and contemplation,
form and emptiness, serene and anxiousness!
Here fell your right hand the abhaya hasta,
let that hand bless us with freedom from fear!
O Mother! Bestow on us your blessings that remove
our sins! Lead us in thy path o dear!
Two turquoise gems lake manas sarovar and
rakshasa tal between two diamonds shelf,
Kailasa on north and Gurla Mandhata mountain
to South it is the soul visitng its own self!
✧✧✧✧✧
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15. WINGING THEIR WAY OVER SEAS
AND SNOWS......
Two swans one has no time limits and
stays out of Kàla hamsa, one stays in Time
Both swim in the lake Manas the mind pond,
visualising the worlds fourteen of fame,
One swan is Atma with fire and snow as its wings,
Omkara AUM as its head,
With Sun and Moon as its eyes, Bindu on its
forehead as the third eye of godhead,
Rudra and Rudrani the removers of anger as its
red tinted legs, the swan swims in the lake,
One swan is seen, the other one is seen only in the
mirror of mind lake, the celesial snow flake
The Great cackler the swan goose Hamsa laid its egg
Brahmanda and hatched it with a quack!
That celestial quack reverberated in the on
forming universe on the Oamkara sound track!
It is the prime sound that gave the planets the
wandering music in their orbits celestial!
It is the originator of the sounds, notes, music,
letters, words, prose and poetry essential!
The swan is the vehicle of the muse Saraswati and
Brahma the creator god on their way!
It is the cosmic radio station as the Cygnus
uppoised on gleaming wings in the milkyway!
When one understands the difference between
the staff of wood and the staff of knowledge,
Realises the Supreme swan as his own self while
walking on this life-razor’s edge!
✧✧✧✧✧
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16. ASCENT! KORA! DESCENT!
1.
More than twenty two thousand feet,
if i am five and half feet in height,
four thousand and four hundred of mine size
if stand upon one another,
May peep on to see the Lord Shiva in his
deep meditation on the summit,
Of Mount Kailasa with his spouse Parvati,
the union of matter and power
So when Lord Shiva was running with the
speed of light multiplied by the speed of light,
Carrying the world mass on him then here at the
Manasa Sarovar lake fell her hand right!
Her dismembered body parts wherever they fell
became the Sakti peeth- the vortices of Energy!
In her rebirth, as the daughter of the snow mountain
she married Shiva to live in synergy !
From Hilsa to Purang then to lake Manas Sarovar
a hundred kilometer circle trip,
And the early morning dip in the cold clear water
with teeth in Shattering sound grip,
Then to Darchen next to enter Yama dwarthe gateway to death, then trek to Diraphuk,
Now the steep climb to Dolma la pass to ascent
5550 meters then descent to Zuthulphuk
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2.
It is the way of life to the Tibetans,
fifty two kilo meters they go around in oneday!
Thirteen times circumambulation to cleanse sins,
108 times to get nirvana liberation!
Bonpo goes anticlockwise while others go
clockwise around the mount Kailasa - kora.
Parikrama or chakrasamvara to the Hindu and
Tantric Buddhists around a sacred abode!
From Darchen to Deraphuk, there the devotee
passes through the gateway of death,
Yamadwar the two legged stupa and rejoices
for his new lease of life and new breath!
Now in the La chu valley of gods the uphill
climb to reach the Dolma la pass,
Protected by the goddess Dolma and lo!
Here is Shiva sthal, where death come to pause!
In the descent there the Gauri kund the
bathing place of Parvati, then to Darchen in strife!
Why ascent, kora- circumambulation and descent?
Can’t we experience it at home?
But it is near total experience of going shoulder
to shoulder with death and life and roam!
Where Lord Shiva restrains Yama the lord of
Death and gives humans the fresh lease of life!
✧✧✧✧✧
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17. CAN’T YOU FEEL THE SPIRIT OF THE
SNOW MOUNTAIN?
Yes! It is the cutting edge of the sword of the
Lord Demchog with its sensitive touch and go!
It may or may not be the Scythe, or the snow clad
trident invisible to us puncturing our ego!
If it reminds the sensitive feeling of the still alive
senses pleading for release, let it go slow!
See the staircase to heaven and the four faces
made of crystal, ruby, gold and lapis lazuli glow!
Is it the staircase to heaven you see,
on the Southern face adorned with snow screen?
Is it the axis mundi of the Universe? Or is it a
man made pyramid made by supermen?
What lost civilizations or invisible kingdoms
Shambala and Agartha are there hidden?
Where is that mysterious birthplace of future Kalki or
Buddha in the circle of snow mountain?
Do you see the third eye covered by the
thick snow ornations? Do you feel the vibration?
What invisible kingdoms Shambala and
Agartha lie hidden in the circle of snow mountain?
Can we go up do we age fast there? Is there any
secret entrance to enter Shambala region?
Is there a way to Shangri-la or Kapapa valley
where perpetual happiness is the religion?
Devotees circumambulate clockwise or
anti clockwise around the pillar of mighty light!
Here one may see the inner light and hear the
drums of truth ringing bright and right!
✧✧✧✧✧
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18. GENTLEMEN! WE CAN CLIMB THAT!
What? How can i climb that pillar of light,
with snow capped peak in dazzling heights?
The crystal clear Kailasa, or Kangs Rin-po-Che
the most precious jewel of mountain brights?
One axis of the world, two good and bad water lakes,
three countries, four sources
Of the longest rivers and sacred to great religions,
five mountains and monasteries,
To allay the six seasonal sin synergies of lust,
anger, greed, attachment, pride and jealousy,
In seven layers of faith primal, intuitive, fantasy, conformity,
reflective, transcend and Enlightenment legacy,
Gaining eight powers of mini, mega, heavy, lighter,
acquirability, fulfillment, Lordship, and control of every bond,
And the power to leave or enter the nine jewel or gated
city at will and gaining beatitude in the shores of mind pond,
I visualize myself enlivened in ten incarnations
merging in the magnificent lux,
From the snow peak like a water drop with
wings of air i fly in radiant flux,
The four streams of lion- Indus, horse- Brahma putra,
peacock- Karnali ganges,
and the elephant - Sutlej shall shine in the
splendor of the Shiva for ages,
No one ever climbed that great mountain so far!
In physical terms it may not be impossible,
Better be a white swan free of blemish and fly to the
summit to merge with the Swan Royal!
✧✧✧✧✧
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19. JUST TO LEAVE HOME IS
HALF THE DHARMA!
This boat is made up of wood, fire, air, earth and water!
What made you to walk on your knees?
What is in it to carry? Where is that destination?
In search of what you risk these journeys?
To look at the pillar of the light the world’ axis why do
we have to take up this arduous trip?
Did i lose some marbles or nuts to get axed of my
allegorical bonds on this mountain strip?
Every great soul did their pilgrimage before they got
Enlightenment to become a prophet!
Is it some sort of an ancient initiation ceremony to
cross topaz barley fields like a hermit,
And the emerald meadows of cannabis and
spiky nettles and pine forests laced fit,
With cascading waterfalls that serenly whisper the
experiences prince Gautama got hit!
May be that’s why you witness hunger and
disease in the streets of the first step,
Your nausea to the mundane world start purging
your inner sins of senses of no help!
Then you experience the sword of Demchog or the
trident of Lord Shiva cutting your ego,
Every step a breathing ordeal brings near death
experience and the saphire sky says go, go, go!
When you witness in you the old age and death
the emotions become null and void to tell!
Prince Gautama renunciated everything to
become Buddha and in that way we go all well!
✧✧✧✧✧
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20. CAVE NUMBER SIXTEEN!
1.
When i came there it was a big mountain rock
and i was assigned this work
Of carving a temple to break the fast of a
lovely queen already becoming weak!
So i started from above chiselling out the
rock piece by piece to resemble the peak
Of the mount Kailasa of the snow mountains the
abode of Lord Siva in my teamwork!
Yes! I was once a hard rock but now i am a
cluster of one hundred caves and a great temple! !
With chisels, hammers and pickaxes the master
craftsmen hollowed me as the vertical cut example!
Four hundred thousand tonnes of stone was removed
from me in piecemeal and i responded favourably
to the sculptor’s call!
One of the world’s largest rock cut monastery complex
I am the only one of its kind of cut-out monolith after all!
Oh esteemed visitor! Come with me!
In these one to twelve caves Buddhits roamed here!
Hark! Look at the cave number ten! It is the
abode of the divine Visvakarma carpenter!
Oh! Feast upon the image of Buddha in vyakhyana
mudra teaching the world his Way!
In this chaitya griha of prayer house see the
vaulted roof of triforium imitating wooden lay!
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2.
O King Krishna! What dreams haunted you to
look for the Ancient God in Elapura rocks?
Where is the signature of the master architect
apart from these marvellous sculpture works?
The Deccan traps of Cretaceous volcanic surge
that formed in basalt layers and cliff boxes,
Can they accept the kisses of chisels, strokes of
hammers and the embraces of pickaxes?
Yes! We were in love with the artisans that honed us
into nymphs, erotic pairs and gods!
Their gentle touch transported us into trance,
our rocky hearts mellowed like butter goods!
Hark o visitor! I am the ‘dhumar lena’ with my
‘vale Ganga’ waterfall that jumps in ecstacy,
Over great Siva’s brow, you can see it from my
Southern balcony carved out of cliff in fantasy!
O step in! Welcome to Rameswar lena!
I am adorned with the most elegant works,
The marriage of Siva and Parvati, the sapta matrikas,
Ganga and Yamuna image sparks,
With phallus Siva linga they symbolise the
dormant energies feminine and masculine!
Now visit the temple carved out of a single living rock
a monolithic unique Siva shrine!
Come on! I am the replica of mount Kailash!
Twice the size of the Parthenon in Athens!
Chip by chip my beloved artisans removed
three million cubic tonnes of my stony dense!
Lol! Feast with your eyes the panels of the
Hindu Pantheon of gods, in their magnificence!
I am an encyclopedia in my expression where
hard rocks come alive as gods of brilliance!
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3.
You can see .( half Siva- half Parvati)
and Harihara looking divinely simple!
O dear! Look at the god’s vehicle Nandi bull
standing on a porch infront of the temple!
Now gaze, o monsieur! at the great pillar the
dhwaja stambha and its pristine grandeur!
In cave twenty nine, see Ravana shaking the
Kailasa mountain with all his mighty power!
The majestic cave number fifteen welcomes you
o connoisseur! See here Dasaavatara,
The ten incarnations of god Vishnu,
and other epic images arranged in dyads with aura!
On the North end the five Jain caves of the sect
digambara are profuse with the image flash
Of lord Mahavira and famous caves exhibit the
Indra and Jagannath sabha and little Kailash!
There are secrets that were not revealed
by the sculptors and artists of the bygone eras!
There are mysteries that are not deciphered by the
human knowledge on the nature operas!
There are roads and seas that are not travelled
yet by the explorers and navigators with compass!
There are myths and stories that are yet to be
penned by the poets and authors without bypass!

✧✧✧✧✧
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21. THE WHOLE WORLD IS ONE FAMILY!
(ayam bandhurayam neti gananà laghu chetasam.
Udaracharitanam tu vasudhaiva kutumbakam!)
Who am I? What reflects in the mirror of my inner self?
Neither mind, nor ego i see alive!
Am i the confluence of the five senses?
Am i the intellect, or the product of elements five?
Am i the pillar of energy? Or the conglomerate of
five vital airs, prana? Or the five sheaths?
Who am I? Am i the organs of action? Or the fine
alchemy of seven material essences?
I am the Truth, the auspicious bliss and the
love in pure consciousness of tenens locum!
Satyam, Shivam, Sundaram, i am the soul of the
universe and vasudhaiva kutumbakam!
What attributes i have? Neither I have desires,
feelings, likes, illusions or delusions,
Nor i have vices or virtues, pains or pleasures,
accumulated sins or good liaisons!
Neither I need magic chants, rituals,
sacrifices nor i am the seer, seeing or the sight!
Who am I? I am not death, no fear of death!
About my existence i have no doubt even slight!
I am the Truth, the auspicious bliss and the
love in pure consciousness of tenens locum!
Satyam, Shivam, Sundaram, i am the universe
and vasudhaiva kutumbakam !
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Who am I? I have no discrimination on the
basis of birth, i have no father no mother no birth!
Neither i have friends, relatives, teachers or disciples,
devotees or enemies of worth!
I have no attributes, no form, no attachments,
no wishes, no ramblings for liberation!
Who am I? I am everything, Everywhere,
every time, always in equilibrium, no elation!
I am the Truth, the auspicious bliss and the
love in pure consciousness of tenens locum!
Satyam, Shivam, Sundaram, i am the soul of the
universe and vasudhaiva kutumbakam!
✧✧✧✧✧
(Adi Sankara- 788-820 AD..Atma/Nirvana satakam)
(God Viswanath - the presiding deity of Kasi Viswanath temple.)
(“Ayam bandhurayam neti ganana laghuchetasam,
Udâracharitânâm tu vasudhaiva kutumbakam” (Maha Upanishad:
Chapter 6, Verse 72), meaning, “One is my brother and the other
is not – is the thinking of a narrow-minded person. For those
who are broad-minded, liberals, or noble people, the entire
world is a one big family.”
‘Ayam nijah paroveti gananâ laghuchetasâm,
Udaracharitanam tu vasudhaiva kutumbakam’ | (Hitopadesh:
1.3.71), meaning,
“This is my own relative and that is a stranger” – is the calculation
of the narrow-minded; for the magnanimous or generous hearts,
however, the entire earth is but a family”)
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PART - B

SRI SANKARACHARYA'S

SOUNDARYA LAHARI
THE W
AVES OF BEAUTY
WAVES
English Poetry

Dr. LANKA SIVA RAMA PRASAD
Translator of Bammera Potana's

SRI MAHA BHAGAVATHAM
(Abridged Version)
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THE PRAYER OF A BUTTERFLY
Holding me up you woke me from my sleep
when I was an egg in a dark hollow sky
You steered me in breaking the shell and to
creep out on to the slender stem high
When I was destructive with my demonish
appetite you incarcerated me low to lie
In my own cocoon, Mother! Now I am thy
lovable butterfly kindly guide me to fly
Flying high in the mountains I took rest for a
while on a divine tree exuding light
I dreamt myself as a human being roaming
in the garden of oriental knowledge
Now I woke up in confusion, tell me Mother!
Am I the philosopher Zhuang Zi?
Or the butterfly flying low among the multitude
of flowers inviting me to alight!
Alighting for delight burnt my legs with passion;
I drifted from one flower to another
And lost the sense of direction; the spring
season seems over, all the springs here
Began drying up; my wings are light, my feet
became heavy from the pollen dust
I am certain to fall, Oh Mother! Grant me a bit of
energy to slide along fast sans lust
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Lust is the ingredient in these mundane pleasures
that brings the edge of the sickle
Of the dark warrior close to the necks of the mortals;
Mother! With the energy trickle
Leased to me I renewed my flight but my youthful
ego squashed my inner commotion
I crossed the deserts and seas with the multitude
accompanying me in that migration
Migrating to the distant lands in search of
El Dorado and finding the pot of gold
At the other end of the rainbow in this old age
offered me no solace; something
Somewhere, a void, a dark hollow, a silent
symphony of sorrow is slowly shrinking
Me. Mother! I am back. Grant me some sleep
in thy caring arms and protective hold
- LANKA SIVA RAMA PRASAD
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SOUNDARYA LAHARI
(THE WAVES OF BEAUTY)
The master poet, the proponent of Advaitha doctrine, the
teacher par excellence, the philosopher numero uno, the greatest
devotee of Sridevi and the founder of one of the three famous
trireligion branches of Hindu philosophy

Sri Sankaracharya
In this incomparable poem of Soundarya lahari lauds the
beauty of the Primordial Mother and explains the non difference
between Her and Sadaasiva the Purusha or parabrahmaan thus
proves the essence of the Advaitha doctrine.
These precious gems of poems hundred are perfectly
incorporated in the magnificent gold necklace of Soundarya Lahari.
Some experts consider the first 41 poems explain the secrets of the
occult science Kundalini hence they mention them under the
heading- Ananda Lahari- the waves of Bliss. As the remaining
poems greately describe the enchanting beauty of the Goddess this
part is called— Soundarya Lahari. The waves of Beauty.
Many critics like Kaivalyasrama, Bhaskararaya, and
Lakshmidhara pundits did not accept this sort of division and
supported the argument that all those poems are written by
Sankaraacharya may be in different times. Sikharinee vruttha is
the style used in all the poems with 17 letters of sanskrit with
yathi or separation into 6, 11 letters in two parts.
‘Rasairu thrais chinna ya ma na sa bha la gah’- SikharineeAll the poems exude the divine ambrosia in each and
every line and the prime letters being concealed and hidden
with such care that all the poems are to be read and reread with
care and devotion to understand them. The silent and profound
reader shall find the mysticness overpowering him sooner he
starts savoring the poesy nectar drop by drop. The warmth of the
Mother’s holy presence slowly comes in to the experience of
the devoteful reader who loses himself in the bliss that he never
had a chance prior.
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This nature is formed by the various permutations and
combinations of the basic elements five- air, water, fire, earth
and sky- represented in various forms of deities- air- with the
yellowish green color of life given by the Sun; water- represented
with the white color of Siva; fire- with the red color of the energy
of Mother (Hanuma the energetic one also with the same color);
Earth- with the reddish yellow color of Ganesha and sky- with
the blue color of Vishnu- and the idea of consecrating the five
idols in temples is based on this secret principle.
The ancient thought process percolated from generations
to generations evolved in to various subliminal principles and
rituals and people with various perspectives adopted different
forms of the divine pair into varied deities controlling the various
portfolios of nature. The staunch believers of various sects
glorified their own idols and ideas and many times belittling the
others. Thus in timeline one thought dominated the remaining
ones and ruled the roost. Poets and philosophers did their own
share in establishing their respective views and visions deeply
into the minds of the truth seekers and commoners.
In Kenopanshad it is clearly mentioned that the Mother Uma
is the real reason behind the victory of the five basic elements or
deities. The followers or devotees of Sakthi the energy believe
that without her help even the great Siva too can not do any
thing on his own and they worshipped her in various forms of
images such as Katyayani, Vijaya, Kali; Kaapaali, Karaali,
Mahaakaali, Chandi, Chaamundi, Durga, Uma, Kousiki,
Kadambavanavaasini, Kaalthaaravaasini; Mahishaasuramardini,
thripurasundari, Lalitha, Aruna, Ambica, Paarvathi, Hymavathi,
Raajeswari, Gayatri, Annapoorna, Para, Chitkala, Samvithkala,
Rakthadanthika, Sathakshi, Saakambari, Bheemadevi,
Bharaamari, Durgaadevi, Sailaputhri, Brahmachaarini,
Chandraghanta, Kooshmandaa, Skandamatha, Kaalaraathri,
MahaaGouri, Siddhidhathri and other names in various occasions
like navaraatri or nine nights festivals.
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Mantra is the conglomeration of letters or words that have
mystic and magical powers. By chanting them it is believed that
the deity of that particular mantra is awakened or called on to
the presence of the devotee to bless him and grant him the
wishes. Tantra is the procedure or the ritual performed to appease
the deity. It is science, a mode that expands the knowledge. Vedas
are the knowledge of divine origin and the Aagamas are the
tantras that explain the Vedas, themselves originated in Vedas.
The various tantras of Sakthi are- tantras of saatwika,
yamala of raajasa, daamara of Taamasa. Basically Sakthi tantras
are divided in to Koula and Samaya.
Koulas adopted the external worship. They perform
various rituals that are mentioned in to 64 ways which gradually
evolved or degenerated in to gory and unacceptable acts of
Kaapaalika, Kshapanika, Digambara, Aghora etc types. Some
worshipped the idols and images, others the genitalia of a
beautiful woman wandering in nude in grave yards, accepting
meat, fish, wine, posture and sex with devotion- ma kaara
panchakam‘Matsyo maamamsam cha madyam cha mudraa
maithuna meva cha makaara panchakam jneyam
vaamaachaara visaaradaiah’Samaya sect devotees practice the inner path and try to
wake up the Kundalini energy that is in dormant state in
Moolaadhaara chakra and lift it up to Sahasraara to attain the
divine bliss.
‘As the salt dissolves in water and camphor in fire, so the
self dissolves in the Eternal’- and that is the essence of the Hindu
philosophy. And our efforts are
- Let this mortal clay be the immortal God.-(Rig Veda
VIII-9). With the dawn of scientific age and the availability of
moderen paraphernalia and gadgets the inevitable correlation
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and comparison of past knowledge with present scientific
theories opened new vistas in proposing new dimensions in the
never ending human quest in search of truth and utopia.
Here the correlation of six chakras and and the renowned
Kundalini energy with the moderen scientific discoveries shall
be mentioned in brief and the noble reader can go in to the
intricacies by consulting the available authorities on the subject.
‘A chakra is a whirling vortex of energy at the
conjunction point of the mind and body’
‘Moolaadhaaram guda sthaanam Swaadhishtaanam
tu mehanam, Naabhisthu Manipooraaakhyam,
Hrudayaabjam anaahaatham, Taalu moolam
visuddhakhyam, Ajnaa cha nitalaambujam,
Sahasraaram Brahmarandhram ityaagama vido viduh’1. Moolaadhaara chakra = Root support or Root chakra- is
situated at the base of the spine in the coccygeal region o f
gonads and the pelvic plexus. Implicated with the sexual
dysfunctions, sense of smell and the vitality of the legs.
Four petalled, fire red color, Lum beejakshra- prime letter;
Saakini deity is the ruler.
Ssa, sha, sa, ha are the letters of the petals. Controls the bones
of the body
In this chakra shines the sleeping Kundalini, fine as the fibre
of the lotus stalk, like the spiral of a conch shell, her shining
snake- like form goes three and a half times as a strong flash
of young lightning, humming like a swarm of love- mad bees.
2. Swaadhishtaana chakra = one’s own place- balncing the
fluids in the body- related to adrenals, kidneys, and
hypogastric plexus. Implicated in anemia, edema, anuria,
polyuria, the vitality of arms and the sense of taste. Controls
fat of the body.
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Six petalled, reddish yellow, watery nature, Vum beejakshara,
Raakini the deity
Ba, bha, ma, ya, ra, la are the six letters; Vishnu also the deity
of this chakra
3. Manipoora chakra = ‘gem city’- Solar plexus- the Sun’s
place- asso. with pancreas, spleen, liver. Sometimes it is
called as second brain. Implicated with butterflies in the
stomach, ulcers, gall stones, emotions and the vitality of eyes
as and anus.
Ten petalled, blue color, Rum as the beejakshara, Dhaakini
or Laakini is the preciding deity. Da, dha, nna, ta, tha, da,
dha, na, pa, pha, are the ten letters. Controls the flesh of the
body. Rudra is also the ruler.
4. Anahatha chakra = ‘unstruck sound’- cardiac plexus and
thymus gland- mainting heart and lungs, procreative genital
function and tactile response from the skin.
Twelve petals, Yam beejakshara, air nature, Kaakini is the
preciding deity
Ka, kha, ga, gha, ijnya, cha, chha, ja, jha, ini, ta, tha, are the
12 letters.
Blood is controlled by this chakra. Sound without touch.
5. Vishuddha chakra= purity center- asso. With thyroid,
parathyroid glands, pharyngeal plexus, vocal cords, speech
disorders, deafness.
Sixteen petalled, white color, sky nature, Hum beejaakshara,
Haakini deity
AA, aaa, e, ee, u, uu, ru, ruu, ye, I, o, ou, um, uha are the 16
letters
Sadaasiva is the ruler too, controls the skin of the body.
6. Ajna chakra = command centre- between eye brows,
pituitary gland is related to this chakra. Overseers the ductless
glands
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Two petalled, Hum, Ksham are the beejaaksharas, yellow
color, Haakini deity
Controls bone marrow of the body.
Sahasrara chakra or the thousand petalled one is the
cerebrum and also the pineal gland the third eye. 50 letters in 20
rows are arranged in this center.
When Kundalini the energy rises and flows up from one
chakra to another finally reaching the sahasrara the resulting bliss
is indescribable and gives psychic powers or Siddhis. These
powers are beautifully described in Soundar ya Lahari –
Mooladhara- 10,41 poems; Swadhishtaane- 39; Manipoora- 40;
Anaahatha- 38; Visuddha- 37; Ajna – 36; Sahasrara- 9.
In between Ajna and Sahasraara, nine more micro
chakras are centers are described- 1. moon; 2. half-moon; 3.
nirodhika- break; 4. naada- sound; 5. naadaantha- end of the
sound; 6. Sakthi- energy; 7. vyaapika- emanation; 8. samanaaequal; 9. unmanaa- up.
Above them is the great aperture or Brahma randhra
which is further classified in to emptiness, total emptiness and
void or absolute emptiness.
When the Kundalini power transcends from the Ajna to
Sahasrara a series of ten visions and ten musical sounds emanate
in to the devotee as he practices the tantra.
The visual orbs are 1. viyath- sky; 2. tamo- darkness; 3.
megha- clouds; 4. vidyuth- lightning; 5. taraa- stars; 6. jyothi- light;
7. surya- sun; 8. Chandra- moon; 9. vahni- fire; 10. hiranmayagolden
The musical notes are 1. chini- tinkle bells; 2. chini chinijingle bells; 3. ghata- temple bell sounds; 4. sankha- conch sound;
5. tantri- string sounds; 6. taala- cymbal sounds; 7. venu- flute; 8.
bheri- kettle-drum; 9. mrudanga- drum; 10. megha- clouds
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All these sounds slowly disappear in to the Para sound or
the prime sound.
According to yogic philosophy in our body there are 72000
channels that transmit energy from the spinal cord or Merudandabrahmadanda. 101 channels are important in the heart.
Sushamna is the prime one that goes up. The total channels are
nadis = 72,72,06,201. in them 14- Sushumna, Pingala, Ida,
Saraswathi, Poosha, Varuna, Hasthijihwa, Yasaswani, Alambusa,
Kuhoo, Viswodaara, Thapawani, Sankhinee, Gandhaara-; Idamoon channel; Pingala- sun channel flanks Sushumna left and
right sides respectively.-— Darsanopanishad.
To indicate these three nadis or channels the learned men wear
the sacred thread in three rows. The sikha or the tuft of hair
indicates the Sahasraara. Tridanda indicates the three deities,
three glands of Moon, Sun and Fire. They wear kaashaaya or red
color dress and carry kamandala the water pitcher indicating
the Moolaadhaara chakra-— Siddhantha rahasya.
Mantras- magic chant- the clear form of Sound formed
either by the fusion of the letters or by the friction of the things.
The prime sound is considered as Kundalini power which has
four forms. 1. Para; 2. Pasyanthi; 3. Madhyma; 4. Vaikhari
Para is situated in Kundalini, from it rises Pasyanthi or
Vaama that brings out the universe. Madhyma is the knowledge
taking the form of prime letters or beejaaksharas and finally
Vaikhari dons the forms of the letters in daily use.
Ka ye ee la hreem ha sa ka ha la hreem sa ka la hreem
sreem- 16 letter chant.
An example of a magic chant or mantra. Iyem kleem
souh- three letter mantra.
In Bhaavanopanishad this body with nine apertures is
compared with Sri chakra.
‘Deho devaalayam proktho jeevo devah sanaathanah that
tejoth ajnaana nirmaalyam soham bhaavena poojayeth’
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In Samaya school of thought Bindu is the totality of six
chakra symbolizing the principle energy Kundalini rising to reach
the Sahasrara chakra the abode of bliss.
Naada or the sound is that accompanies the energy and
their union in the Sahasrara completes the journey.
Koula sect worships the image of the Mooladhaara
chakra and they revere the external shapes in their practices.
For them the natural act is the first step to reach the ultimate
happiness.
All these intricacies are beautifully described by Sri
Sankara acharya the adept in Samaya sect in this seminal poem
Soundarya Lahari and the enchanting beauty of the Mother is
described in picturesque way in these poems hundred.
The Soundarya Lahari meaning “Waves Of Beauty” is
a famous literary work in Sanskrit believed to be written by
sage Pushpadanta and Adi Shankara.https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Soundarya_Lahari - cite_note-arts-1 Some believe the first
part “Ananda Lahari” was etched on mount Meru
by Ganesha himself (or by Pushpadanta). Sage Gaudapada, the
teacher of Shankar ’s teacher Govinda Bhagavadpada,
memorised the writings of Pushpadanta which was carried down
to Adi Shankara. Its hundred and three shlokas (verses) eulogize
the beauty, grace and munificence of Goddess Parvati /
Dakshayani, consort of Shiva. W. Norman Brown translated it to
English which was published as volume 43 of the Harvard
Oriental Series in 1958.
It is said that once Adi Shankara visited Kailash to worship
Shiva and Parvathi. There, the Lord gave him a manuscript
containing 100 verses which described the many facets of the
Goddess, as a gift to him. While Shankara was returning after
visiting Kailash, Nandi stopped him on the way. He snatched the
manuscript from him, tore it into two, took one part and gave
the other to Shankara. Shankara, desolate, ran to Shiva and
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narrated the incident to him. Shiva, smiling, commanded him to
retain the 41 verses with him as the initial part of the 100 verses
and then, write an extra 59 verses in praise of the Goddess
himself. Thus, verses 1 - 41 are the original work of Lord Shiva,
shedding great light on the ancient rituals of Tantra, Yantra and
various powerful Mantras. Verses 1 - 41 describe the mystical
experience of the union of Shiva and Shakti and related
phenomena. In fact, it opens with the assertion that Only when
Shiva is united with Shakti does he have the power to create.
The remaining verses, i.e. 42-100 are composed by Adi
Shankara himself, which mainly focuses on the appearance of
the Goddess. All the 100 verses are collectively known as
‘Soundarya Lahari’. The Soundarya Lahari is not only a poem. It
is a tantra textbook, giving instructions on Puja and offerings,
many yantras, almost one to each shloka; describes tantric ways
of performing devotion connected to each specific shloka; and
details the results ensuing therefrom. There are many
interpretations and commentaries but best of these are arguably
those that provide word-to-word translations, as also the yantras,
the devotion to be performed and the results of the devotion.
Verses 42 100 are more straightforward; they describe the physical
beauty of the Goddess and are sometimes referred to as the
Soundarya Lahari itself
I ventured to bring out the glory of that great work close
to the reader in English language. Incidentally he may observe
the similarities and nearness of many Sanskrit words to the
original English proving the fact of their place in the Indo
European family of languages. The remaining explanations were
given along with the original and translation poems when and
wherever they are necessary.
It is Her kindness that propelled me to start and complete
this job and Her protective arms and Her glances are always
with me through out this endeavor.

- Dr. Lanka Siva Rama Prasad
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SOUNDARYA LAHARI

Om shrimata shrimaharagyi shrimatsimhasaneshvari
Chidagni kundasambhuta devakarya samudyata

“Sinduraruna vigraham trinayanam manikyamauli sphurat
Tara nayaka shekharam smitamukhi mapina vakshoruham
Panibhyamalipoorna ratna chashakam raktotpalam bibhratim
Saumyam ratna ghatastha raktacharanam dhyayet paramambikam”
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ANANDA LAHARI
The Waves of Bliss

Oh Mother! Without your support even the
ancient one Siva is powerless
He executes the great work of creation only
when you both function as unity
You are the power and energy that is revered
by the great many and trinity
How I, an ignoramus, with these simple hymns,
be able to laud thy greatness!
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1

The dust particle on your lotus feet inspires
the creator Brahma does his work
The same one is sustained with strain on his
thousand- hooded head, by Shouri
The destroyer of all the worlds Siva anoints
himself with the same dust spark
The Trinity recognized it as the divine source
for their practice and theory!

2

That dust particle, The Sun City island
glow to the people in pitch darkness,
The nectar flow of consciousness
from the divine flowers to that of dimness
Mother! A treasure of gold and precious
stones to the people sans wealth
The saving horn of the holy hog to those
plunged into the sea of life and death!

3
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All those lesser gods they project impressive
hand signs of protection
The most powerful Goddess you do not
exhibit such postures of action
O Savior! Your holy and most revered feet
are more able and competent
To decimate the fears in the needy
and to grant them the wishes abundant

4

Oh Mother! Blessings and riches in
plenty on your devotees, you rain
By worshipping you, the majestic Vishnu
became a gorgeous maiden
And the heart of the tri-city destroyer
agitated like a leaf and fallen
The invisible Manmatha created delusional
anxiety in the sage stubborn

5
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Flower-woven bow in his fragile hand;
black humblebees line as bow string;
Just five arrows of flowers; Vasantha the
short lived spring season as adviser
The supple south wind his chariot of war; oh the
daughter of the Himalayas! Manmatha the bodiless
warrior, alone with such weapons and gear is a victor
Of the worlds, only because you protect him
with thy compassionate glances
6

Fine ringing bells on the waistband;
the beautiful body with a forward little
Inclination by full bosom mimicking young
elephant’s head; slender middle;
The glowing face of autumn season’s full moon
exuding bright moonlight;
Bow, arrows, noose and goad as the weapons
in thy hands elegant, Mother!
The alter ego of the tri-city destroyer, emanate
before us with thy splendor
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7

Amidst the waters of the sea of ambrosia,
among the celestial tree rows
In the diamond island, in the garden of the
Kadamba plants, in the house
Of the philosopher’s stone chintamani,
on the bed of Siva, resting by his side
Only a lucky few can visualize thy splendor,
an eternal stream of happiness tide

8

Earth’s essence in the root chakra (mooladhara);
water’s virtue in the city gem (manipoora); fire’s
flare in the stomach stove (swadhistana); wind’s wisdom
In the heart lotus (anahatha); sky’s supremacy
in the neck region (visuddha)
Mind’s spirit in brow middle (ajna);
Mother! You traverse them on Sushamna
To reach the thousand petal lotus (sahasraara)
and join Him in the stroll of joy
9
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From thy lotus feet you flow as the
divine nectar stream
Give vitality to the world of the innumerable
inner nerves team
Regain energy of the full moon rays,
you return back, to take
Rest in the earth root chakra like a three
and half turn curled snake

10

Four Siva forms, five powers of his companion
Basic elements nine, one eight petal lotus, sixteen
Petal one- another, one tri-circle, one tri-line divine
All forty four join to form your home the mystic one.

11
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Oh daughter of the mighty snow mountain!
Beyond the creator
Brahma and the mundane poets’ word maze
is thy beauty splendor!
The celestial nymphs who wished to see
your magnificence and grandeur
Gain it by imagining divine union with Lord
in their minds with wonder!

12

Geriatric, unromantic guy, looking like old
quagmire dry withered
Shall become virile and Vis viva when
blessed by thy kind glance;
Hundreds of lovesick women haunt him
with hair tufts loosened
Slipped upper cloth, voluptuous attire and
broken waist twines.

13

64

Fifty-six rays in the earthly root chakra,
fifty-two in the Aquarius manipoora
Gemcity; Sixty-two in the fiery swadhishtana;
fifty-four in the airy anahatha,
Seventy-two in the sky-lane visudha; sixty-four
in the mind-boggling ajna,
Beyond these magnificent rays, O Mother!
Stay thy divine lotus feet pair
In the sahasrara the thousand petals pond
radiating vibrant rays everywhere

14

Oh divine goddess! Thy beauty glowing like
the lovely autumn moonlight
The crescent moon brilliant in thy hair tuft,
in your hands shining bright
The book and the crystal rosary, thy symbolic
postures suggesting kindness;
Poets thus visualize you once and blessed by
you how can they fail to get
The coveted gift of speech laced with honey,
milk and grape fruit so sweet!

15
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The brilliant morning sunshine you emanate
in their mind garden of lotus
Of the poets who submit to you, you are
Aruna the morning dawn red glow;
They enthrall the audience by their charming
words and romantic poetic opusThe gift of the creator’s spouse Saraswathi,
-rising high tides in full moon flow

16

Those who envisage you as the high priestess
of the ‘Vasini’ like magic crafts
Radiating the illuminating rays of moonstones
and worship you in their hearts
You bless them with the resources of varied
poetic styles and sculptural drafts
To create the greatest epics that gets the nod of
Saraswathi the goddess of arts.

17
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Whoever perceives and worships you as the
primary source of the light divine
That illuminates the sky and earth with the
twilight red hue of morning shine
Gains the charm of attracting the most beautiful
and alluring water nymphs
The divine belle Urvasi likes with the alarming
eyes of frightened antelopes.

18

Thy beautiful face as the divine bindu,
the pair of breasts as the circles below
And the triangle beneath as the love station of
Siva thus whoever worship thee
creates agitation in woman folk is a mean avowal;
Oh goddess! Your devotee
mesmerizes even the tri-world damsel with
sun and moon as her breasts duo

19
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In his inner heart whoever visualizes you as a
glowing image of moonstone
Emanating rays of ambrosia, removes the
serpents pride and poison terrible
Like the lord of birds Garuda; His cool glances
imbue serenity from the divine
Sudhadhara sira the moonlight base,
takes away the pain of the fevers horrible

20

Those who perceive thy image in their purified
minds devoid of illusions
As the lightning spark wire and the amalgamation
of sun, moon and fire
Staying brilliantly in the great lotus forest
above all the six other mansions
These glorious people gain the waves of the
most exalted happiness attire

21
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I am your servant! Bless me! Rain on me
your rays of compassion
Whoever says these words with devotion,
even before he finishes
The words ‘Bhavaani, twam’- Mother!
You grant him his wishes
And deliverance at your lotus feet that
receives the wave-offering
From the crowns, of Vishnu, Brahma,
and Indra, bright and glowing!

22

After stealing the left half of the body of the
ancient god Siva, still unsatisfied,
Mother! I believe, you usurped the other half too;
thy splendid image shining bright
red hue of the morning sun I distinctly see
the illustrious body undivided
Of thee with uneven eyes three, the beautiful
breasts duo causing a little leaning
forward and a classy crescent moon crowning
the crown of the mighty crown

23
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Brahma creates, Vishnu protects and Rudra
destroys all the worlds mundane
Siva withdraws those three and conceals his body
in Sadaasiva the deity grand
O Mother! The Lord of lords Sadaasiva recreates
all the worlds without strain
Just by observing the movement fine,
your eyebrows make, as the command!

24

O consort of Siva! The worship offered
at your divine feet
Does reach the trinity born of the three
attributes too, since
They always stay at your presence
revering the diamond seat
That bears thy lotus feet, keeping their
hands folded as crowns

25
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In that terrible annihilation Brahma the
creator loses his breath;
Vanishes the Sun or Vishnu the protector;
dies Yama the death;
The lord of riches Kubera loses all and life;
the group of Indras
Goes to long sleep with eyes closed permanent;
but O Highness!
Thy husband Sadaasiva roams in bliss
because of your nearness

26

O Bhavaani! Judge my irrelevant talk
as your mystic name chant reiteration
My stupid body movements as the ritualistic
postures in your veneration
Wanderings as circumambulation,
my crazy food habits as the offering
In the holy conflagration, the sleeping style
as salutation, the sensual joys I gain
As my ways of dedicating my soul to you,
O Mother! Consider! Thy offspring

27
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O Mother! Brahma, Indra and other deities,
by consuming Ambrosia
Conquered the dreadful old age and death
but do perish in the end hour;
Even after swallowing that terrible
Kaalakoota poison, your consort Siva
Defied death thanks to thy ‘thatanka mahima’
the splendid ear rings power!

28

Your majesty! Be careful! This is the crown of Brahma just in front;
There it is the awfully strong and sharp edged crown of Vishnu,
The slayer of the demon Kaitabha next to that
one is the tiara of Indra,
The killer of Jambha demon, Mother! Please step out with care!
Those cautious words of your servants reverberate in your palace
When you get up in anxiety to welcome your consort
Bhava to your place
Where Brahma, Vishnu, and Indra worship
you bowing their heads in respect
29
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Mother! The ever lasting one!
Whoever imagines himself as you and your icon
Shining with the brilliant rays evolved from thy body,
encircled by the glowing
Great powers eight- anima etc, without caring the
riches of the three eyed one,
No wonder! For him the annihilation fire too
becomes the cool wave-offering!
30

Mother! Pasupathi the Lord of animals
mesmerized all these worlds mundane
With the super powers generated from his
mastery of sixty four tantras mystic
You with thy irresistible radiance forced him
to propagate the Sreevidya divine
Providing the principle objects of human life
in freedom on this earth majestic
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31

Mystic letters hidden as Ka in Siva, Ye in Sakthi,
Ee in Kaama, La in EarthThe first part Agni or fire; Ha in Sun, Sa in Moon,
Ka in Smara, Ha in hamsa, La in
Indra as the second part surya or sun; Sa in para;
Ka in Manmatha, La in Hari as the third part Soma
or moon; Hreem in the end of each one- becoming
The most powerful magic chant Panchadasi –Ka ye ee la
hreem, ha sa ka ha la hreem, sa ka la hreem
32
-the fifteen letter mahaa mantra of Tripura Sundari

Oh the ever lasting one! Nitye! To thy magic name chant whoever conjoins
Smaram (Kleem), yonim (Hreem), Lakshmim (Sreem)
the three mystic syllables
Enjoy the endless bliss; they revere you wearing the
rosary rows of chintamani the philosopher’s stones;
and they offer the ghee of the celestial cow Surabhi
By the end of the wooden spoon juhuvu in continuous currents and streams
In the blazing holyfire triangle of Sive as
oblations in hundreds and hundreds
33
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Oh Bhagavathi! Mother! To Lord Siva,
you are the body divine
With sun and moon shining as the pair of
breasts pure and pristine
And with the nine formations the body of
Siva is yours I imagine
The equal natures make you the over
lords of ecstasy cloud nine

34

Oh Goddess! You are the mind in Ajna chakra;
in Visuddhi the sky form;
Air of Anahatha; Fire of Swadhishtana;
water of the Gem city Manipoora,
Earth of Mooladhara; Mother! None can
evolve like thee and, to transform
In to the Universe you thyself became the ever
blissful chidananda Siva!

35
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With folded hands, I pray the Lord Siva,
Who resides in thy ajna station
Radiating the light of millions of suns and moons,
with his body half taken
By thee Para goddess, whom devotees visualize
and worship as the unseen
And seen world shining bright beyond the
radiance of fire, sun, and moon

36

I submit my prayers to you and the lord Siva
the designer of the sky bright
That resides in your Visuddha chakra,
shining like the pure crystal gem
Mother! The brilliant light emanating from you
both removes the inner gloom
of the worlds to make them glow like the
chakora birds savoring the moonlight

37
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Samunmeelath samvithkamala makarandaika rasikam
Bhaje hamsadwandwam keemapi mahathaam maanasacharam
Yadaalaapaathashtaadasa gunithavidyaa parinathih
Yadaa datthe doshaath gunamakhila madbhayah paya iva
I worship the pair of swans that roam in the
mind ponds of the great men
Enjoying their stay drinking the essence of
samvitkamala of anahatha sheen,
The nectar from the lotus flower of knowledge
and I submit myself clean
To that celestial duo from whose conversation
evolves the sciences eighteen
And that separates milk from water and
good things from faults unseen

38

The most powerful blaze Samvartha that
resides in thy swadhishtana fire
The stomach stove, along with the great goddess
Samaya, Devi! I revere!
Siva the Samvartha inferno when smolder
all the worlds with his looks fierce
Mother! You cool and soothe them with your
kind and compassionate glance

39
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I revere the striking blue cloud Sadaasiva
shining in thy manipoora chakra
Removing the darkness in that gem city
with its startling vibrant lightning,
With a sparkling rainbow composed of
lustrous colorful gems and giving
Showers of rain to cool the three worlds
burnt by the scorching sun Hara

40

Mother! In thy root chakra Mooladhaara,
Samaya thee beautiful lasya dancer
Performs fine along with Tandava Siva the
exponent of the emotions nine
I realize that the burnt out worlds are
regenerated by your blessed merger
Now these new worlds have parents to
protect them in their kindness shrine

41
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The above 41 slokas or hymns are famous as
ANANDA LAHARI- THE WAVES OF BLISS.
From 42-100-103 hymns describe the beauty of
SRIDEVI hence called SOUNDARYA LAHARITHE WAVES OF BEAUTY.
The tantra and yoga schools explore the hidden energy
of micro and macrocosms to the benefit of mankind and the
peaceful cohabitation of the living beings and non living things
in all the worlds. This latent energy is called Kundalini and is
represented by a symbol- a snake coiled three and half times in
root chakra. Three most important astral channeis out of 72000
are Ida ( feminine, cool, lunar, moon); pingala (masculine,hot,
solar); Sushumna the channel of consciousness- representing
sympathetic ganglia on both sides and of the spinal cord in between. Albrecht Durer described this situation as the two thieves
crucified along with the Christ. There are 6 chakras or cycles of
energy described as lotus or padma the vortex of energy. The
blood red hibiscus flower sacred to Siva and Sridevi is a symbol
of Arthnareeswara or hermaphroditism.The morning dawn’s red
glow describes the beauty of Sridevi.
The six chakras are=
1. Mooladhara- root chakra- lower end of the spine- gonads
and pelvic plexus; earthy nature, lum beejakshara; lung
beejamantra
2. Swadhishtana- one’s own place- stomach stove, solar
or celiac plexus, related to stomach, pancreas, spleen,
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liver; second brain; fire in nature; vum beejakshara; vung
beejamantra
3. Manipoora or gemcity- adrenal glands, kidneys,
hypogastric plexus and controls water and electrolyte
balance; water in nature; rum beejakshara ; rung
beejamantra
4. Anahatha or unstruck sound- heart , cardiac plexus,
thymus, lungs, skin; controls heart beats and respirations;
airy in nature; yum beejakshara; yung beejamantra
5. Visuddha- purity center- thyroid, parathyroid glands,
pharyngeal plexus, vocal cords- controls speech, hearing
and activeness; sky in nature; hum beejakshara; hung
beejamantra
6. Ajna- command – brow middle- pituitary in the Turkish
saddle; ?pineal nasociliary plexus, overseeing the other
glands, third eye; mind in nature
Sahasrara is the final station. Thousands and thousands
of brain cells in the cerebrum and other regions circuit, short
circuit providing sparks of light and consciousness levels. In that
thousand petal lotus flower situated at the top of the head at
Bregma, the awakened Kundlini serpent of energy from
Mooladhara crosses the chakra six one by one with changing
scenes and sounds and finally reaches Sahasrara giving the
devotee the ultimate happiness, Bliss.
— This completes in short the modern explanation
and the surprising similarities between the ancient thought
and the modern scientific research.
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ANANDA LAHARI
The Waves of Beauty

Oh the daughter of the Snow mountain!
The poet-bard who lauds
The glory of your golden crown decorated
with the jewels twelve glow
That illumine the sky is sure to be perplexed
by their vivid hues, applauds
The reflection on the crescent moon shining
on thy crown, as the Indra’s bow
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O the consort of Siva! Thy beautiful smooth lustery hair resembling
The dark clouds and the wavy clusters of blacklily flora just blossoming
Let it remove the inner darkness of us with its elegant aroma flair
It seems the flowers of the celestial trees in the Nandana garden
Of Indra the slayer of the demon Bala, reached your tuft of hair
I imagine,to attain and gain that enchanting natural fragrance divine
43

The sparkling waves of beauty that radiate
from thy mesmerizing face, flow
As a beguiling river, the parting of hair
seemanthasarani with vermillion glow
Resembling a tributary of that river,
mimic the rays of the sun young and fair
Imprisoned by the powerful enemy clusters,
Mother! Your famous black hair
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Thy majestic face radiating bright light
surrounded by the wavy hairlocks
Mother! Scoffs at the lotus flower encircled
by the black bumble bee flocks
The fine filaments like teeth emitting luminous
smiles from thy face glorious
Does arrest the bumble bee eyes of Siva
that burnt Manmatha to ashes vicious
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Oh great goddess! I consider thy lovely forehead
lalaata exuding pure light
As the second part of the circle of the moon bright;
the first luminous lune
The crescent already is on your magnificent crown;
both by blending into one
Evolve into the full moon anointed with
ambrosia emitting cool moonlight.
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To remove the fear in all the worlds, Mother!
You have the vow and sympathy
Thy daintily bent bow shaped eyebrows with
an exquisite bowstring is a riddle
Those eyes shining with the brilliance of the
bumble bee rows, the brow middle
Hidden by the unseen hand of Manmatha the
spouse of the love goddess Rathi
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Oh Mother! The illuminated day is generated
by the glorious sun your eye right
The moon your left eye has become the
lord of the night to shower moonlight
Like the just budding golden red lotus flower
is your fiery third eye glow might
Emanates arcs of flamboyant lights in the dawn
times in between day and night
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Oh Goddess! Your compassionate looks
go beyond those famous cities eight
Nobler than Visaala; Auspicious than Kalyaani;
more radiant than Ayodhya
Pleasant than Madhura; spacious and
brighter than Bhogavathi; exciting might
And protective than Avanthi; indolent than Dhaara;
and victorious than Vijaya
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Observing thy ears paying attention to the
nectar filled poetic compositions your
beautiful eyes too stationed themselves
nearby enjoying the emotions
Nine and thine eyes resemble a pair of
black bumblebees young and glossy
Mother! Watching them, your third eye has
become a little red with jealousy
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Mother! From thy gorgeous eyes flow all emotions;
the passionate glances towards
your consort Siva; disgust at evil people;
Anger with thy fellow-wife Ganga;
amazement in hearing the legends of Him;
with his snake ornaments fear; Valor from the
rich redness of water lilies, tranquility of the lotus pond;
And you radiate smiles with your escorts,
with me the utmost empathy bond
51

In the crown of the mountain lord of the earth
you are the blossom flower
Mother! Thy enchanting eyelashes have
endeared an image in my mind mirror
The arrow of Manmatha with feathers duo
attached and pulled towards ear,
To replace tranquility with passion in the
tough mind of the tricity destroyer!
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Oh the companion of Siva! Thy three eyes,
decorated by the shade of collyrium
Gives an elegant look by separating the
tricolors white, red and black maximum
May be to recreate the divinities Brahma,
Vishnu and Rudra from Egg Primum
With the three attributes Satva, Rajas, and
Tamas respectively to shine supreme
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Your heart is with Siva the over lord of animals!
The rivers of compassion
O Goddess! Sona with its golden red stream,
Ganges with its pure waters
White; Kaalindi with its aqua black, flow from thine eyes
to remove our sins acquired from the rajas, satva,
tamas attributes and these three sacred streams
Join in to one holy confluence is certain to
give us deliverance and salvation
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Oh the daughter of the lord of the mountains!
The learned men presume
That all these worlds come to annihilation
and existence by the closing
And opening of your eyes; to protect the
worlds generated by the opening
Of your eyes I believe, Mother! You purposefully
ceased to close your eyes
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In the fear of thine eminent eyes expanded
towards thy ears may complain
That they have robbed from your glances
some of the light and shine
The female silverfish have stationed themselves
underwater with eyes open
Oh Mother! Aparna! The brilliant splendor
of the shut black lily flowers
Leaves in the morning dawn, returns to open
them and enter at night hours
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Your enchanting looks encompass the
brightness of the black lily flowers
Oh great Mother! Kindly extend them
towards the distant poor me too!
Let me drown in thy downpour of kindness,
a gift of no loss to you true!
The cool moon doesn’t he shower moonlight
equally on forests and towers?
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Oh the great mountain king’s daughter!
By observing the mesmerizing splendor
Of thy earlobes whoever not compare it with the
Manmatha’s bow grandeur?
The side glances from your mystic eyes engaged in
reaching them, do they not craft an
illusion of the flower arrows applied to the
bow of that love god, what?
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Thy glorious face with bright expanded cheeks
that reflects your thaatanka
The superb ear rings O Mother! Gives in
my mind an impression and idea
Of the four wheeled chariot of Manmatha,
from which that great warrior
Is blundering an attack on Siva the grand lord of
Pramatha clan, who arrives
On his vehicle earth as the chariot and sun
and moon as its splendid wheels
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When you accept and enjoy the earfuls of
nectar filled sweet tides of praises
That belittles the brightness of the waves of
ambrosia, made by Saraswathi
The goddess of speech and poetry, Oh Sarvaani! Mother!
Thy beautiful ears Move gracefully when you nod
your head causing thine alluring Ear ornaments
To produce the rhythmic jhana, jhana sounds
endorsing the muse’s every word
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Oh the glorious flag of the clan of the Snow
Mountains! Let thy slender nose
A sculpted bamboo piece with precious pearls
hidden in its interior, bless us!
And sanction us the favours we wished in
thy reverence! Is it not the evidence
The lustrous pearl on thy illustrious left nostril
explains the inside abundance!
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Oh revered lady with beautiful row of
sparkling dentition! Sudathi! Thy bright
Charming lower lip, with your blessing I describe,
may be its equal is coral fruit
If at all there is one; even the most beautiful
coccinia indica ‘bimba fruit’ fails
To attain the sixteenth part of the red glow,
reflected on thy lip of your radiance
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Losing the sheen of their beaks and tongues
the chakora bartavelli partridge
after savoring the bewitching beams of smiles
from thy moon face radiance
Mother! These birds are in hurry drinking
every night the sour rice porridge
The waves of nectar of moonlight to get over
the rich sweetness thy brilliance
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Mother! Thy tongue radiates the bright red hue of
Japaa the hibiscus flower
And always speaks the praises and legends of
your husband’s valor and power
The pure crystal white body of the muse
Saraswthi emits precious ruby shine
because she sits prettily on thy tongue’s tip
and reflects its magnificence divine
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Returning home victorious Visakha, Indra,
and Upendra the grand warriors
Mother! Like children they surrounded you still
in armour sans headgears
Paying no interest in the hot offerings near the
blazing sun Siva they did race
To you to get their share of camphored
taamboola from thy cool moon face
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When the great goddess of music Saraswathi
singing the meloidious opus
Based on the heroic exploits of thy husband
Siva the over lord of animals,
Thy sweet and sonorous words of approval
along with the movements gracious
Of your head, subdued the charm of the
sounds of music from her famous lute
The great muse noticed this fact, is slyly hiding
her veena with its cover cute.
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Oh the blessed daughter of the snow mountain!
Thy graceful chin being
Raised by your regal father in affection and
lifted by Siva thy husband
Gently to kiss you in emotional fervor again
and again by his loving hand
Sculpted it as a handle to your face mirror,
how can I compare it with anything!
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Embraced by the caring arms of thy consort
Siva the tri-city destroyer,
Thy beautiful tender neck simulates the
most alluring lotus flower
With elegant stem emerging out of the
black gleaming earth, Mother!
Wearing the fascinating pearl necklaces
and shining brilliantly altogether
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Oh the greatest of the musicians!
The expert in the path, song and notes
Of the music! The fascinating lines three
in your neck the three auspicious
Threads tied at the time of thy marriage;
Mother! Aren’t they stand for the lines
Of the boundary that keeps the various
melodious tunes their own uniqueness?
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Admiring thy arms four, Lily stem slim glowing
with beauty and vigor
Brahma the creator born in the lotus
flower remembers Siva with fear
Who removed his first head the darkness
with his nails, to save the four remaining,
the worried god extols thy hand signs virtues,
seeks shelter!
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Oh Goddess Uma! The amazing light rays
emanating from thy finger nails
Do ridicule the most beautiful redness of the
freshly blossoming lotus flowers
The scarlet red hue lac decoration on the
feet of Lakshmi the goddess of riches
If the petals can acquire a sixteenth part of it
while she roams, may come close
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Which pair of breasts that suckle milk to
Skanda and Vinaayaka simultaneous
And seeing the milk-oozing breasts the elephant
faced one in his childish prank
touched his own head with his trunk to
make sure that it is on his neck plank
Mother! Let that pair remove our miseries and
sanction us thy milk of kindness
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Mother! The flag to the clan of the lord of mountains!
I say with no hesitation
Thy breasts are the ambrosia filled ruby pots
that suckles the celestial children
The elephant faced lord of obstacles and the
destroyer of Krouncha Mountain
Makes them eternal youths and away from the
joys of joining young women
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On your elegant breast place, you wear the most
fascinating pearl necklace
Having the vivid pearls formed in the elephant
headed demon’s skull case,
Mother! It reflects the most amazing red color of
your luscious lips flame,
Like the valor of Siva flowing as a red vein
in the silvery stream of his fame
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Oh the daughter of the mountain!
The divine milk flowing from thy breast
As the torrent of literature I deem, is the milky ocean
rising from your heart
Mother! The milk of compassion given by you
to this Dravida child made him
The most mesmerizing and desirable cream
among the proud poets stream
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Surrounded by the terrible flames generated
by Siva’s wrath grand
The god of love Manmatha jumped into
your gorgeous navel pond,
Mounted up as the stunning smoke wire,
People thought it is the wand
Of hair line that rose from your navel up
majestically on your body land
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Like the beautiful black wavy Kaalindi stream,
in your slender middle
A fine black hair line, O Mother!
The consort of Siva! An excellent riddle
To the learnedmen who imagine it as the blue sky
changed into minute wave
Finds little place in between thy full breasts,
flowing rapidly into the navel cave
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Mother! Thy enchanting navel resembles the
eternal swirl in the Ganga River
The base to the elegant hair line blossom
in the most beautiful breast buds pair
The fireplace of the flower arrow archer;
the love goddess Rathi’s mystic manor
The door to the cave of bliss in Siva’s eyes,
beyond anybody’s creative power
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Oh the gem among the women!
Thy naturally slender middle showing fatigue
By the weight of the beautiful heavy breasts
causing a little bend in your vogue
A frightening impression that it may break
at anytime, like the tree on the river
With busted bank, standing straight with natural vigor,
let it stay safe foreever
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Goddess! Thy beautiful full breasts the
bright golden round pots that clout
Thy armpits tight tearing the sweat drenched
upper garments may fracture
Your slender waist shining with elegant skin
folds trio, as though in doubt
Manmatha splinted it with fine cardamom vine
in three rows then and there
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Oh the daughter of the lord of mountains!
Thy gorgeous posteriors are so vast
They give an impression that your father has
given you a large flank of mount
A gift at the time of your marriage which covers
the ground of infinite count
Mother! Those beautiful buttocks concurrently
make the proud earth aghast
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Thy glorious thighs bested the smooth
trunks of the elephant king’s herd
And the horde of the golden banana stems;
Oh the daughter of the mountain!
Your respectful bows to thy husband made
your splendid knees tough and hard
They snatched victory from the paramount
elephant heads pair, fair and certain!
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Oh the daughter of the mountain!
To defeat Siva, the love god got on loan
Thy carefully carved calves, mesmerizing toes
and elegant nails made sharpen
By the constant hone on the crowns of the
deities bowing to thy feet divine;
From them the cupid doubled up his quivers,
with arrows ten sharp and fine
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Which lotus feet are the flowers shine on the
heads of the Vedic knowledge
Which divine feet are washed by the Ganga waters
flowing from the matted
hair of Siva the lord of animals, which radiating
light from the designs of red
wax sap of the feet is reflected by the Koustubha
diamond on the crown edge
of Vishnu the god of protection, Mother!
Kindly keep them too, on my head!
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I submit my words of reverence to the pair of
thine feet most handsome,
Shining bright with the rich red color of the
fresh lac pigment; Oh Mother!
In the garden, for a gentle kick from thy divine
feet to make them blossom
The waiting Asoka trees are creating jealousy
in the lord of animals to wither.
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When your husband uttered another woman’s
name by slip of the tongue
Unable to cover it when he bowed his head
at thy beautiful feet in humility
The gentle kick you landed on his forehead
attended by the jingle harangue
Of thy anklet bells echoed the laughter of the
love god waiting for eternity
To payback Siva his opponent, while taking
out the burnt arrows of the past
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Thy delicate yet skilled feet that dwell in the
freezing snow clad mountains
Visible to the devotees during night or day and
at all times grants opulence
Mother! No wonder they defeat the lotus flowers
that perishes in little ice,
Stay shut during nights and some closet to
Lakshmi the goddess of riches
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How can these learned poets compare your
docile dorsum of feet, the source
Of fame and wealth that removes hardship
with the hard shell of tortoise?
How the benevolent Siva the tricity destroyer
could keep with his own hands
O goddess! Thy delicate feet on the hard
grindstone during the marriage rituals!
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Oh fuming goddess Chandi! Thy gorgeous feet
grants right away the wishes made by
the poor that causes the closure of the
female deities lotus hands
And thy fine toe nails radiating the bright
moonlight sway the tender shoots
Of the divine trees that bless the rich only
in the partisan heaven lands
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Thy magnificent feet the divine base that
grants the wishes of the poor
And needy without delay scatter thy splendor
in plenty and beam thee
Mother! Thy feet shining like the divine
mandara hibiscus flowers pure
In that glow let my soul dip to transform me
into a six legged bumble bee
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Oh the great one with famous legends!
To learn your beautiful style of walking
The royal swans in the palace follow you,
slide in their anxiety but donot leave!
May be the melodious sounds emanating
from thy mesmerizing anklets ring
Made up of maze of diamonds gives them
some pointers to practice, I believe!
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The divine rulers Brahma, Vishnu, Rudra,
Eswara the four bed posts of thine
Covered by the serene light of Sadaasiva
as the impressive cloth of illusion
In which the bright blood red color of your
enchanting body glow and shine
Gives a pleasing image to your beautiful eyes
and a feeling of sensual passion
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Waviness in hair, Acasia flower softness of mind,
natural beauty in smile
Grindstone strength and glow in the breasts,
lightning slender in the middle,
Heaviness in the breast place and thighs,
undefinable radiance of kindness
Flow in bright red waves from Siva to you,
Mother Aruna! To save the universe
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The fault on the face of the moon is the
bathing spot filled with musk water
The box full with the eagle green emerald
pure camphor pieces, Magna mater!
They are used up by you every day, so thy
servant Brahma the creator, soon
Refill the empty box again and again,
that reflects the phases of the moon
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Oh Mother! You are the empress of the
inner city of the tricity destroyer
That’s why it is not easy to access your
divine feet for the fragile mind kindred
That is the truth! The deities and Indra
who conducted holy sacrifices hundred
Too realize wishes revering Anima like
lesser powers that stay near thy door
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How many poets did they not claim as the
masters of the deity of verse Saraswathi and how
many more declared themselves as the partners
Of the goddess Lakshmi, Oh Mother!
The first and the best amongst
The women! Because your embrace
is not available even to the expectant
Henna tree to blossom, except to
Lord Sadaasiva thy beloved spouse
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The experts in the Aagama doctrine declare you
in diversity of character
As Sarswathi the wife of the creator Brahma,
the deity of words and meter;
As Lakshmi the spouse of the protector Vishnu,
the resident of lotus flower;
And as the partner of the destroyer Siva,
the snow mountain king’s daughter
But you the queen of almighty Sadaasiva by
becoming the indescribable power
The best illusion of the terrain difficult to enter,
enthrall the universe all over!
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Me a student in quest of knowledge when I shall be able to try
The holywater that washed thy feet decorated with the red lac sap
The water by its natural sanctity can make the dumb to write poetry
And the water that glow like the thamboola juice of the beetle leaf
In the mouth of Saraswathi the deity of speech,
Mother! Tell me kindly!
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Mother! Thy ardent devotee gains long life
and spends his time in company
Of the deity of speech Saraswathi and the
goddess of prosperity Lakshmi
Creates jealousy in the minds of the creator
Brahma and the protector Hari
With his physique spoils the fidelity of Rathi
the love goddess to her husband
Become victorious over the sentiments,
enjoys the essence of bliss in the end

Oh Mother! The source of this world of words!
Praising you with the letters
Lend to me by you is offering light waves
to the sun from his own flames
Presenting the pleasant moon the fresh water
mist from the moonstones
Submitting the sea water to the great ocean;
Maa! Let this little knit of words
Sanctioned to this child, coalesce in to a
humble prayer of thy magnificence!
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Samaaneethah padbhyam manimukuthamambaramanih
Bhayaathantharbaddha sthimitha kiranasrenimasrunah
Dadhathi twathvakthram prathiphalithamasraanthavikacham
Niraathankam chandraannija hrudaya pankeruhamiva
Mother! Sun the precious stone in the sky
shining as thy footstep mirror
Kept all his rays hidden in himself scared
by your brilliance and grandeur;
The lotus flower in his heart does not close
by the presence of the moon
In your crown as it is thy image he wears
as the lotus flower always open
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Samudbhootha sthoola sthanabharamuraschaaru hasitham
Kataakshe kandarpah kusumitha kadambadyuthi vapuh
Harasyatwadbhraanthim manasi janayanthisma vimalaa
Bhavatyaa ye bhakthaa parinathirameeshaamiyam Ume
Oh Mother! Thy gorgeous chest with
sprouting large and heavy breasts full,
Thy enchanting smile, your stunning eyes
sporting the love gods beautiful
Thy Body emanating the white mustard
blossoms’ light, creates an illusion
Of you in the serene minds of Siva and
your devotees for their great adoration
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Nidhe nityasmere niravadhigune neethi nipune
Niraaghaatha jnaane niyamapara chitthaika nilaye
Niyatyaa nirmukthe nikhila nigamaantha sthuthipade
Niraanthake nitye nigamaya mamaapi sthuthimimaam
Oh the treasure of the good persona!
The ever smiling one! Having limitless
Qualities such as kindness, compassion!
The expert in justice and scriptures!
The source of unending knowledge!
The resident in the minds of learned men!
The free soul from the earth laws!
Praised by all the Upanishads! No hassles
Or hindrances of any nature! Kindly accept
my little prayer! The eternal one!
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Sankaracharya
[788-820 CE]
Brahma Satyam Jagat Mithya, Jeevo Brahmaiva Na Aparah
Brahman alone is real, this world is unreal;
the Jiva is identical with Brahman.
Adi Shankara was an Indian philosopher from Kalady of
present day Kerala who consolidated the doctrine of advaita
vedânta. His teachings are based on the unity of the âtman and
brahman— non-dual brahman, in which brahman is viewed as
nirguna brahman, brahman without attributes.
Shankara was born in the Brahmin community to Sri
Sivaguru and Aryamba in or near Kaladi in central present day
Kerala. According to lore, it was after his parents, who had been
childless for many years, prayed at the Vadakkunnathan temple,
Thrissur that Sankara was born under the star Thiruvathira.
His father died while Shankara was ver y young.
Shankara’s upanayanam, the initiation into student-life, had to
be delayed due to the death of his father, and was then performed
by his mother. As a child, Shankara showed remarkable
scholarship, mastering the four Vedas by the age of eight.
From a young age, Shankara was inclined towards sannyasa,
but it was only after much persuasion that his mother finally gave
her consent. He only received her consent when bathing in a
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pond one day. A crocodile caught hold of his leg. Shankara
appealed to his mother, who had arrived at the pond, asking for
permission to become a sanyasi. His mother finally gave consent,
only to have the crocodile let go of young Shankara. Shankara
then left Kerala and travelled towards North India in search of a
guru. On the banks of the Narmada River, he met Govinda
Bhagavatpada, the disciple of Gaudapada. When Govinda
Bhagavatpada asked Shankara’s identity, he replied with an
extempore verse that brought out the Advaita Vedanta philosophy.
Govinda Bhagavatapada was impressed and took Shankara as
his disciple.
The guru instructed Shankara to write a commentary on
the Brahma Sutras and propagate the Advaita philosophy.
Shankara travelled to Kashi, where a young man named
Sanandana, hailing from Chola territory in South India, became
his first disciple. According to legend, while on his way to the
Vishwanath Temple, Sankara came upon an untouchable
accompanied by four dogs. When asked to move aside by
Shankara’s disciples, the untouchable replied: “Do you wish that
I move my ever lasting Âtman (“the Self ”), or this body made of
flesh?” Realizing that the untouchable was none other than god
Shiva himself, and his dogs the four Vedas, Shankara prostrated
himself before him, composing five shlokas known as Manisha
Panchakam. At Badari he wrote his famous Bhashyas
(“commentaries”) and Prakarana granthas (“philosophical
treatises
One of the most famous debates of Adi Shankara was
with the ritualist Mandana Mishra. Mandana Mishra held the view
that the life of a householder was far superior to that of a monk.
This view was widely shared and respected throughout India at
that time. Thus it would have been important for Adi Shankara
to debate with him. Madana Mishra’s guru was the famous
Mimamsa philosopher, Kumarila Bhatta. Shankara sought a
debate with Kumarila Bhatta and met him in Prayag where he
had buried himself in a slow burning pyre to repent for sins
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committed against his guru: Kumarila Bhatta had learned
Buddhist philosophy from his Buddhist guru under false
pretenses, in order to be able to refute it. Learning anything
without the knowledge of one’s guru while still under his authority
constitutes a sin according to the Vedas. Kumarila Bhatta thus
asked Adi Shankara to proceed to Mahismati (known today as
Maheshwar,District Khargone in Madhya Pradesh) to meet
Mandana Misra and debate with him instead.
After debating for over fifteen days, with Mandana Misra’s
wife Ubhaya Bharati acting as referee, Mandana Misra accepted
defeat. Ubhaya Bharati then challenged Adi Shankara to have a
debate with her in order to ‘complete’ the victory. She asked
him questions related to sexual congress between man and
woman - a subject in which Shankaracharya had no knowledge,
since he was a true celibate and sanyasi. Sri Shankracharya asked
for a “recess” of 15 days. As per legend, he used the art of “parakaya pravesa” (the spirit leaving its own body and entering
another’s) and exited his own body, which he asked his disciples
to look after, and psychically entered the dead body of a king.
The story goes that from the King’s two wives, he acquired all
knowledge of “art of love”. The queens, thrilled at the keen
intellect and robust love-making of the “revived” King, deduced
that he was not their husband, as of old. The story continues that
they sent their factotums to “look for the lifeless body of a young
sadhu and to cremate it immediately” so that their “king”
(Shankracharya in the king’s body) would continue to live with
them. Just as the retainers piled Shankracharaya’s lifeless corpse
upon a pyre and were about to set fire to it, Shankara entered his
own body and regained consciousness. Finally, he answered all
questions put to him by Ubhaya Bharati; and she allowed
Mandana Misra to accept sannyasa with the monastic name
Suresvaracarya..
Adi Shankara then travelled with his disciples to
Maharashtra and Srisailam. In Srisailam, he composed
Shivanandalahari, a devotional hymn in praise of Shiva. The
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Madhaviya Shankaravijayam says that when Shankara was about
to be sacrificed by a Kapalika, the god Narasimha appeared to
save Shankara in response to Padmapadacharya’s prayer to him.
As a result, Adi Shankara composed the Laksmi-Narasimha stotra.
He then travelled to Gokarna, the temple of Hari-Shankara and
the Mukambika temple at Kollur. At Kollur, he accepted as his
disciple a boy believed to be dumb by his parents. He gave him
the name, Hastamalakacarya (“one with the amalaka fruit on
his palm”, i.e., one who has clearly realised the Self). Next, he
visited sringeri to establish the Sarada Pitham and made
Totakacarya his disciple.
After this, Adi Shankara began a Dig-vijaya “tour of
conquest” for the propagation of the Advaita philosophy by
controverting all philosophies opposed to it. He travelled
throughout India, from South India to Kashmir and Nepal,
preaching to the local populace and debating philosophy with
Hindu, Buddhist and other scholars and monks along the way.
With the Malayali King Sudhanva as companion,
Shankara passed through Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh and
Vidarbha. He then started towards Karnataka where he
encountered a band of armed Kapalikas. King Sudhanva, with
his Nairs, resisted and defeated the Kapalikas. They safely
reached Gokarna where Shankara defeated in debate the Shaiva
scholar, Neelakanta. Proceeding to Saurashtra (the ancient
Kambhoja) and having visited the shrines of Girnar, Somnath
and Prabhasa and explaining the superiority of Vedanta in all
these places, he arrived at Dwarka. Bhatta Bhaskara of Ujjayini,
the proponent of Bheda beda philosophy, was humbled. All the
scholars of Ujjayini (also known as Avanti) accepted Adi
Shankara’s philosophy.
He then defeated the Jainas in philosophical debates at
a place called Bahlika. Thereafter, the Acharya established his
victory over several philosophers and ascetics in Kamboja (region
of North Kashmir), Darada and many regions situated in the
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desert and crossing mighty peaks, entered Kashmir. Later, he
had an encounter with a tantrik, Navagupta at Kamarupa. Adi
Shankara visited Sarvajnapitha (Sharada Peeth) in Kashmir (now
in Pakistan-occupied Kashmir). The Madhaviya Shankaravijayam
states this temple had four doors for scholars from the four
cardinal directions. The southern door (representing South India)
had never been opened, indicating that no scholar from South
India had entered the Sarvajna Pitha. Adi Shankara opened the
southern door by defeating in debate all the scholars there in all
the various scholastic disciplines such as Mimamsa, Vedanta and
other branches of Hindu philosophy; he ascended the throne of
Transcendent wisdom of that temple.
Towards the end of his life, Adi Shankara travelled to the
Himalayan area of Kedarnath-Badrinath and attained videha
mukti (“freedom from embodiment”). There is a samadhi
mandir dedicated to Adi Shankara behind the Kedarnath temple.
However, there are variant traditions on the location of his last
days. One tradition, expounded by Keraliya Shankaravijaya,
places his place of death as Vadakkunnathan temple in Thrissur,
Kerala. The followers of the Kanchi kamakoti pitha claim that he
ascended the Sarvajnapitha and attained videha mukti in
Kanchipuram (Tamilnadu).
{This notes and many foot- notes in this book are compiled from
Wikipedia.. the author is eternally grateful to the Wikisource and the
experts of the write-ups. }
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